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PBEE&CE.
In choosing the title for this thesis the 
writer was immediately conscious of its inadequacy, 
since it suggests in only a general way the purpose 
of the thesis. It could not he called ”The Thomistie 
Doctrine of Usury”, because it is not wholly concerned 
with the exposition of the Thomistie view* Nor could 
it be called ”A Criticism of Modern Theological 
Opinions on Usury”, because it is not merely des­
tructive in its aims. Several such titles were 
considered, but each, like those mentioned, repre­
sented only partially the analytic and synthetic 
character of the thesis. Such titles could only 
suggest the instrumental and material causes of the 
thesis, without representing the final cause— which 
is an bthical solution of the problem. The title 
chosen is, though general in its scope, specific in 
that it suggests a single point of view, the morality 
of interest. The phrase, ”in the light of Thomistie 
principles”, indicates that the thesis not only makes 
use of the teachings of St .Thomas on the subject, but 
that the inspiration throughout is Thomistie. However, 
it is to be hoped that the title is not presumptuous
(i)
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in tone.
The essential purpose of the thesis is to 
arrive at an ethical solution and it is only 
accidentally that any social and economic 
ramifications of that solution are considered. 
The solution must he primarily an ethical one, 
simply because the problem is primarily ethical. 
The solution must involve principles chiefly, 
practical applications, only incidentally.
The final chapter does suggest in brief some 
of the practical consequences of the solution 
as proposed in the body of the thesis. In 
outlining a few practical cases, the writer 
is well aware that he is really descending 
from the ethical order to the order of pru­
dence. In so doing he appreciates the dangers 
involved: one ceases to be scientific In that 
moment in which he passes from ethies to pru­
dence and moreover, one cannot always apply 
principles arbitrarily to individual cases 
without Infringing on the right each person 
has to exercise his own virtue of prudence 
with regard to his special case.
Since the thesis,doctrinal in character,
C i i)
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attempts to set forth a solution, its treat­
ment of the problem involves historical con­
siderations only incidentally. When the 
historical element is introduced it is done 
chiefly to assist in casting some light on 
the question at hand. As with any problem
* a Hwhich has been a bete noire for centuries, a 
doctrinal solution of the problem of usury 
must be coloured at least partly by its history.
As for the fona of the thesis, a word 
must be said about its arrangement. Hather 
than put the quotations and notes on the same 
page wherein the references occur they have 
been placed in order at the end of each chapter. 
3?hls has been done in order to obviate the usual 
difficulty of following the text of the thesis 
through a maze of interruptions occasioned by 
Latin quotations and notes. Many of the notes 
are such a length that they would, if included 
on the page of the text Itself, prove more of a 
distraction than a help to the reader.
(lii)




I. The Early Opinions of the Esthers
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II. The Christian Notion of Private
Property..........  8.
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(iv)
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INTRODUCTION.
The problem of usury has been a complicated 
one over which much controversy has been waged 
for centuries. It is one of the oldest questions, 
tracing its origin far into the did l<aw« In fact, 
the taking of usury probably arose ooncomitantly 
with the establishment of money aadthfcuimedium of 
exchange. Side by side with the establishment 
of any institution there arise abuses of that 
institution— abuses which spring not so much 
from the system itself, but from that ever 
present element extraneous to it, weak human 
nature. From the original concept of money as 
a medium of exchange, a commensurable representa­
tion of real wealth, there arose a misconception 
of money, in which it came to be regarded as real 
wealth itself. This misconception of the nature 
of money coupled with human greed are the parents 
of usury, for once money is regarded as a thing 
good for its own sake, greed will see to it that 
money multiplies itself endlessly.
It is interesting to note how the changing 
attitudes toward usury closely parallel the break- 
down of philosophy itself. For Aristotle and St.
(v)
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Thomas usury was first of all a problem metaphysical 
in character. They regarded it as an evil in se. as 
a violation of the very nature of money, for it tries 
to make the unproductive produce* The nature of a 
thing is nothing more than its being with reference 
to operation. Usury then, for the stagirite and the 
Angelic Doctrine, was metaphysically impossible simply 
because it demands of money a higher degree of being 
than it possesses. When metaphysics became the object 
of academic scorn, the only science left wherein usury 
could be discussed was ethics. Hence, usury came to 
be regarded as an evil by the ethicians only because 
it infringed on the moral law. This gave rise to 
the notion that usury took its evil character solely 
from its opposition to the precept of charity. The 
confusion between the uncharitableness and the unjust- 
dee of usury resulted ffom the confusion between ethical 
and metaphysical eonsiderations; this confusion, in 
turn resulted from the fact that metaphysics was no 
longer looked upon as the necessary basis for a valid 
system of ethics. After leaving ethics without any 
foundation in metaphysics, the next step was to leave 
economics without any ethical basis. The result of 
this final step in the process of easting off the 
respective directive sciences has worked the ultimate
(vi)
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in confusion regarding the problem of usury* When 
usury became nothing more than an economic problem, 
a new standard had to be found to judge its unlaw­
fulness, Thus, we have the quantitative noun, by 
which interest becomes usury when the rate is excessive* 
By way of conclusion,it might be observed that two 
of the central problems of our civilization have arisen 
as the result of the violation of a metaphysical 
principle: by an error of defect that which should 
produce (i.e.man) does not produce, and we have 
birth control; by an error of excess that which 
should not produce (i.e,money) produces, and we 
have usury.
(vii)
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PROBLEM OF USURY.
CHAPTER I.
EARLY OPINIONS OF FATHERS AND COUNCILS.
In treating of such a subject as usury, its 
Historical background must be discussed before 
we can begin any valid doctrinal exegesis. Con­
sequently, while this thesis does not presume to 
give the complete historical perspective of the 
subject, it must necessarily indicate, if only 
in brief, previous thought on the matter. To 
accomplish this, the opinions of the early 
Fathers and the various Doctors of the Church 
will be given, as well as the canons of the 
different Councils.
If the dictum of scholars is generally 
applicable that to understand intelligently a 
movement or institution of the past, it is 
above all necessary to preserve our historical 
sense— to lose ourselves in the spirit of the 
time, as it were— then most certainly that 
dictum must be applied here. We modems, who 
have a distorted conception of asury, must 
banish our preconceived notions on the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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subject and approach it sympathetically. We 
must come to see it as it was seen by the early 
Church. We must realize that usury was not merely 
a subject of theological distinctions and casuistry; 
that it was not just a technical question for 
economists to theorize upon; that it was not 
a thing fundamentally good whose abuse must be 
checked by the legal restrictions of the civil 
authorities* It was a vital problem of morality.
By one*s stand on the matter one was unequimsteAl$y 
a good Christian or a heretic. And heresy in 
those days was not a fashionable pecadillo of 
the aaademician— -it was a crime.
Clement of Alexandria declares that the "law
prohibits charging one’s brother interest.1* By
brother, he explains, he does not mean just one
who is a brother in the flesh, but also a brother
by reason of his belonging to the lifystical Body
(1)of Christ. Among the Latin Fathers St .Cyprian, 
in describing the eustams of Christians, severely 
castigates many of the bishops "who should be an 
example and an enoouragament to others" and who 
have ignored the divine precept by increasing
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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their eapital by means of usury. fertullian, in
proving that the Hew Testament does not eontradiet
the Old, is of the opinion that the prohibition of
usury in Hzechial J^ iyi.1,5-20, has thd same meaning
(3)
as the m3^B ia the GospeltSt*Luke.ch.vi,S5) .
St.Basil has a whole homily devoted to usury, as
(5) (6)
also has St .Gregory of Hyssa. St.John Chrysostom
declares that those who grow rieh at the expense of
others are guilty of a species of rapine and avarice—
the very bond of injustice* St ..Ambrose holds that
usury is a grave sin, for the money-lender lends
money to the poor and receives back more than he
(7)
gave. This he regards as inhuman. St .Augustine
is most vituperative in his condemnation of usurers; 
“How detestable it(usury) is, how hateful, how 
execrable, I think even the money-lenders must 
realisse— if you charge interest to any man, that 
is, give him your money on loan, from which you 
eSpeet more in return than you gave; not Just 
money alone but anything which you gave, be 
it wheat, or wine, or oil or anything else; 
if you expect to receive over and above what
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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what you gave, you are a usurer and for this you
(8)
are to be censored, not praised." St .Leo the 
Great is no less severe in bis criticism of usur­
ers: MIt is an unjust and a shameful avarice wbicb 
deceives by pretending to be a benefit. The 
iniquity of the money-lender must be avoided; and 
the gain which deprives all humanity is likewise 
to be avoided* A certain faculty may be strength­
ened by unjust and vicious increase, but the sub-
stqnce of the mind wears away: the lending of
(9)
money at interest is the death of the soul."
The canons of the various Councils are very 
explicit in their prohibition of usury. The 
Canons of the Apostles declares that, "A bishop 
or priest or deacon who exacts usury of debtors 
must either stop doing so or certainly be damned.**(10) 
The Council of Ilvire in 305, prohibits even the 
laity from accepting interest although it is less 
harsh for them to be guilty of such practice than 
it is for the clergy:"If any cleric is discovered 
to have taken interest, he will be degraded. If 
any layman is discovered to have taken interest 
and promises after being corrected that he will
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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'dbhse, nothing more will be exacted of him and he will be
judged guilty of only venial sin. If on the other hand,
he persists in his iniquity he must be expelled from the
(11)
Church.” The General Council of Mce (325) deolares:
"The holy and great Synod has judged it just that If
anyone be found accepting interest after this defini­
te)
tlon he will be deposed from holy orders.” The 
Fifth Provincial Council of Carthage (about 419) 
speaking of usury, says, "What is reprehensible in
(13)
the laity is much more to be condemned in the clergy.”
The Council of Aix-La-Chapelle in 787 sets down the 
canon: ”In the law tie Ihrd Himself has ruled that
(14)
it is forbidden for all to give anything with interest.”
(15)
So also the Council of Paris in 829 and the Council
(16)
of Meldun in 845 make the same pronouncements.
In the ninth century certain councils declare that,
”if there remain some from whom they have exacted
usury they(i.e.the money-lenders) must be restored
to them those things which are proved to have been
(17)
taken over and above.” Some time later Pope 
Gregory 2X (1149-1241) in his Beoretals devotes 
a whole section to usury. Here he deolares that 
usurious clerics will be suspended and laity





guilty of the same offence will be excommunicated.
In the foregoing canons it will be noticed
that nowhere has the word "usury” been explicitly
defined* However, in the Council of Vienne in
1311 it is declared that,”If anyone falls into
this error and stubbornly presumes to affirm
that to exact usury is not a sin, we regard him
(19)
as a heretic worthy of punishment.” In the
Fifth Council of the Lateran in 155© there is
a precise definition of usury, "This is the
proper definition of usury, when for instance
from the use of a thing, which does not produce,
gain or fruit is expected without any labor,
(20)
without any expense, or without any risk.”
It must be noted, too, that in translating 
these canons I have used the words "interest" and 
"usury" interchangeably in rendering the Latin 
word "usura". "Usura" is the Latin word for 
interest. Its meaning is evident from its 
etymology— usus,the use of a thing. The later 
interpretations of "usura" as meaning excessive 
interest seems to be a rather gratuitous assump­
tion- -an interpretation allowed for the purpose
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of justifying the taking of what is termed
"legal interest.** As it has been noticed
in the quotations from the Scriptures and
the Fathers, the word "foenus" for interest
also is used. This word has its root from
"Feo" and it indicates that which is produced*
Thus, both in the Scriptures and the Fathers
where both "foenus” and **usura” are used, no
suggestion is given that the reference is to
excessive interest* Likewise, in the Councils
where "usura” is almost exclusively used, no
intimation is given that the word means anything
else but si&ply interest. The definition of the
Council of the Lateran, quoted above, seems to
be very explicit on the point and it is to be
remarked that here there is no mention made of
any extenuation of either a qualitative or
(21)
quantitative character*
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Hotes and Texts to Chapter I.
(1) "De elargitione autem et communications 
cum multa die! posslnt, sufficit hoc dicere quod 
lex prohibet fratri fenerari; fratrem nominans non 
eum solum qui ex iisdem natus parentlhus, sed etiam 
qul fuerit ejusdem sententiae, et ejusdem Logi 
particeps," Clem. Alex. Stramal. I* II, c.18,
Migne,P.G, vol .VIII, 561:1023.
(2) wquos (i.e.episeopos) et hortamento esse 
oportet ceteres et exemplo" St.Cyp. De Lapsis 
©*6 Migne P.L. vol. IV. col.470-«71*—
(3) Tertullian Adversus Marcionem I, IV. e.17* 
Migne. P.L.,Vol. II, 398,399*
{4} Migne,P.G. vol.XXIX, eol.263,280.
(5) Migne,P*G. vol.XLVI, col.433-452.
U) In Matth. Lamil. 56, Migne, P.L. vol. LVII, 
col. 556-558.
(7) Migne. P.L. XIV. col. 763.
(8) ®Et quam detestahile sit et in hoc
improbandus, non laudandus** Migne P.L.Vol.XXXVI, 
col.386.
(9) "Injusta et impudens avaritia— -quoniem kenus 
pecuniae funus est animae". Sermo XVII. al.XVI. 
Migne P.L. Vol.LIV, col. 181.
(10) "Episoopus, aut presbyter aut diaconus 
usurus debltoribus exigens aut desinat aut certe 
damnetur.w Can.44. Mansi Saer.Concil. Collectio,
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Florentiae 1759, t,I.pg.56.
(11) Si quis clericoimum detectus fuerit usuras 
aceipere, placuit eum degradari et abstineri. Si 
quis laious accepisse probatur usuras, ©t promiserit 
correetus Jam eessaturum, neo ulterius exacturum, 
plaeuit ei veniam tribui. Si vero in iniquitat© 
duraverit ab Soclesia ©sse projioiendum." Can.30 
Mansi t.ll, p*10. Some held in question this last 
sentence which is lacking in Migne P.L, Vol.CLXI, 
col,805, 1167*
(12) “Aequum censuit sanota et magna Synodus, ut 
se quis inventus fuerit post hanc definition©® usuras 
aceopiens.,*,e clero deponatur.® Can* 17 Manse t*II 
pg. 675*
(13) “Quod in laicis reprehenditur, ab multo magis 
debet in olericis praedamnari.® Mansi t.XIV, pg.470.
(14)“In lege Bominus ipse praecepit omnino omnibus 
interdictum ess© ad usuram aliquid dare.® Mansi t*2HI, 
pg,825*
(15) Conoil.Parisiense: Mansi t.XIV, pg,470.
(16) ConoH. Meldense: Mansi t. XIV, pg.831*
(17) Mansi, t*XIV, pg, 937.
(18) Decretal lib. V, tit.XVIII, pg. 811-816, 
ed* Friedberg.
(19) ”Si quis in ilium errorem inciderit, ut 
pertinaciter affirmare praesumat, exereere usuras 
non esse peccatum, decernimus eum velut haeretieum 
puniendum.® Benzinger, n.407.
(20) ®Ea propria est usurarum interpretatio, quando
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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videlicet ex usu rei, quae non germinat, nullo 
labore nullo sumptu, nullove periculo lucrum 
foetusque conquiri studetur," Denzinger n. 623*
(21) Even In Shakespeare’s time there seemed to 
be prevalent still the Aristotelian view on the 
nature of money* In the ’Merchant of Venice”1 
(Act I, Sc.Ill) Antonio and shylock are discussing 
the lending of money, Shylock asks: "Methought 
you said you neither lend nor borrow on advantage•“ 
Antonio replies: "I never do use itk" Obviously that 
word "use" was at the time inseparably connected with 
"usury", i*e, to use money was to charge for its loan. 
Again, Antonio asks Shylock: "Or is your gold ew®s and 
rams?" Shylock boastfully answers: "I cannot tell; I 
make it breed as fast". Evidently here, Antonio and 
Shylock are discussing the power of money to produce 
money, Antonio charges Shylock with regarding money
as he would ewes and rams a living thing capable
of reproduction of its kind. One would think that 
it was not Antonio but Aristotle speaking.





She Christian Motion of Private Property.
For a eorrect understanding of the question 
of usury, we must go back to the Christian notion 
of property. Property from its el^ ymology suggests 
what is oneTs owntL. propria) • The element in pro­
perty which indicates that we may claim it as our 
own Implies (1) that we may apply it to our own use, 
(S) that we may dispose of it at will and 13) that 
we may exelude others from its use by violence even, 
if necessary. It is hardly necessary to point out 
that this definition of property extends only to 
those things which we may rightfully claim as 
exclusively our own: obviously, such things as 
air and light are the property of all.
Of the three characteristics of property 
mentioned in the foregoing paragraph we shall 
now consider the first, namely: the right we 
have to apply a thing to our own use. With 
the enunciation of this principle we can readily 
see the necessity of inquiring into the basis 
for that right. Varied are the opinions held 
on this point: some, such as Grotius, hold that 
private property has its basis on a primitive 
contract, tacit or explicit; some, like lobbes




and Montesquieu, hold that the right to property 
has proceeded from the positive civil law— from 
the mandate of the State; still others, like 
Locke, have taught that the real reason for 
private property comes from the right man has 
to the fruits of his labor* Some of these 
theories are vicious when considered in the 
light of their logical conclusions; others, 
merely ridiculous.
As opposed to these views is the Christian 
conception of property. According to this 
teaching, the basis for private ownership rests 
not on artificial or arbitrary foundations, but 
rather on the f iim ground of the natural law*
How to some, the term “natural law" may seem 
vague and meaningless. 3*o obviate such a 
difficulty we shall confine ourselves to only 
one aspect, one specific consideration of this 
generic concept; namely, personality. As op­
posed to the beasts of the field and the birds 
of the air, who have only individuality, man 
has personality. It is precisely this diffe­
rence between the individual and the person 
that elevates man to the central position in
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the universe and makes his creation the wonderful 
mystery of God's goodness. It is to the time- 
honoured definition of Boethius that we must go 
for the notion of person: "persona est rationalis 
naturae individua substantia— a person is an indi­
vidual substance of rational nature,® Here we can 
see at once the specific difference between indi­
vidual and person—  rational nature* It is pre­
cisely this difference that makes man the image 
and likeness of his Greater,
It is on this element in man's nature— his 
rat ionaiity--1hat the right of private ownership 
is based. Just as the Creator has absolute 
dominion over the universe, so man, by his 
participation in the divine nature, has by an
analogy of proportionality the absolute domin-
(3)
ion over that which is his own. Let us make 
this notion more concrete by illustration: a 
dog, which is certainly a creature, lives in a 
kennel, but by no stretch of the imagination 
could he be said to own that kennel; a man, 
who is also a creature, lives i$ a house and 
owns it as well. Since both are ereatures




what Is the difference between them whereby one 
does not own and the other does? Or in other 
words what is the basis for private property? 
Obviously the spiritual element in man, or to 
be more precise his free-will*
Besides the distinction between individuality 
and personality in man, there is yet need for further 
distinction in the matter of personality itself.
Man as a person is both an artist and a moral agent* 
That is, part of his activity is concerned with 
making things, and part with the correct ordering 
of his acts* Because he is made to the Image of 
God, man is by analogy of proportionality a creator. 
Where God is the first creator; where God creates 
nature from nothing, man by imitating nature creates 
works of art* The artist is the creative, the 
divine part of man. The other part of man, con­
sidered as person, is concerned with using the 
proper means to attain his final end— beatitude. 
Where, as an artist, man is by analogy a creator, 
as a moral agent he is purely a creature* Be
must tend toward his Creator as his end* The
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moral agent is the created, the human part of man. 
This additional distinction between person 
considered as an artist and as a moral agent is 
necessary for a correct understanding of the 
Christian doctrine of private property* That 
word "private” suggests the second and third 
elements in ownership mentioned above-— the 
right we have to dispose of our own as we will 
and the right to deprive others of its posses­
sion* Clearly, while "property" denotes some­
thing positive, "private" implies something 
negative, i*e.privation. On what element in 
personality, then, is private property based?
The answer is to be found in person considered 
as artist* As one who makes things man has 
need of private ownership of material things.
He must be able to possess for his very own 
those things necessary for the exercise of his 
productive, creative powers* It is the artist 
in man which requires that he have dominion over
material goods, that he have the "power^ of pro
curing and disposing? On the other hand,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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13.
while the private possession of material things 
is necessary from one point of view, what is to 
be said about common possession? Both Aristotle 
and St.Thomas point out that, while it is much 
better for material goods to be privately owned, 
their use must be common to all* The question 
now arises, On what is this common use of material 
things based? The answer is again found in per­
sonality, but this time in person considered as a 
moral agent* Earthly goods are destined, not to 
any one particular man, but to all men* All men 
have the right as moral agents to use freely those 
material goods which they require as means to reach 
their final end, for use implies by its very nature 
the choiee of proper means. A man’s right as artist 
to arrogate to himself the possession of earthly 
goods is conditioned by the rights of other men 
as moral agents to the common use of those earthly 
goods. Only by proper respect for these correlative 
rights can the antinomies between artist and moral 
agent and between private property and common use 
be satisfactorily solved* Private property is
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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prevented from becoming a monster only by reason 
of the restrictions laid upon it by common use.
If the foregoing considerations on property 
seem at the moment to be an unnecessary digression 
from the main topic— usury— the reasons for their 
inclusion here will appear more cogent later. 
However, to give a hint at least as feo the necessity 
of such a digression, let us examine but briefly 
the application to money and other material goods, 
Man hasthe absolute right to such material goods 
as are necessary to maintain his existence and to 
develop himself as fully as is consistent with his 
position in the social order. However, this 
right becomes relative and restricted when man, 
who is a social animal, comes in contact with 
other men, the fruits of this earth are for all 
and no man may arrogate to himself more than is
necessary when his fellow-men are in dire want. 
Because the right to existence is a prior right 
to the right of mere development, according to 
one’s own arbitrary notion of what constitures 
the fuller man, so the rich are csfflgiitled by 
justice to give of their abundance to those




whose very lives are jeopardized by lack of material 
(6)
goods. They are compelled not just in charity,
mark you, but in justiee, for as St .Thomas remarks:
"It is the part of justice to reduce the inequality
(7)
too equality."
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Notes and Texts to Chapter II.
(1) “Responds© dicondura quod oerea rem exteri- 
orem duo competunt homini: quorum unum est potestas 
proeurandi et disnensandi; et quantum ad hoc licitum 
est quod homo propria possideat." S.T. II, II ae, 
a. Sad corp.
(2) "Hoc autem naturale dominium super oaeteras 
creaturas, quod eompetit homini secundum rationem, 
in qua imago Dei cons is tit, manifest at ur in ipsa 
hominis creations.* S.T* Ila, Ilae, Q.1XVI, art.I, 
ad corp*
Cf. also ®Deus habet principals dominium omnium 
reumj et ipse secundum suam providentiam ordinavit 
quasdam res ad eorporalem hominis sustentationem et 
propter hoc homo habet naturale rerum dominium, quantum 
ad potestatem utendi ipsis." Qp.oit. Q.LXVT, art.I, 
ad lum.
(3) S.T. II a, Ilae. <1.66, a.B.C.
(4) "Unde manifestum est quod multo melius est 
quod sint propriae possessiones secundum dominium 
sed quod fiant communes aliquo mod© quantum ad usum." 
Comm, in Arist., Lib.II, Lect. I¥* (Polit.)
(5) *Aliud vero quod eompetit homini circa res 
exteriores, est usus ipsarum; et quantum hoc non 
debet homo habere res exteriores ut propias, sed ut 
communes ut scilicet de facili aliquis eas eommunicet 
in necessitate alio rum." S.T. Ila Ilae Q,* LXYI.
art. 2 ad corp. Gf .also, Ila Ilae Q.XXHI, a 5.ad
2 dum.
(6) ®Et similiter divas non illicit© agit, si 
praeoccupons possessionem rei quae a principio erat 
communis, aliis etiam eommunicet; peccat autem, si 
alios ab usu illius rei indiscrete prohibeat."
11. Ilae LXVI, a II ad 2dum.
(7) “sed ad justitiam pertinet inqequalia ad 
aequalitatem reducers*" In Arist. Ethic. Comm. lib. 
YIII, leet.YII ad 1632* MarieWar1 EcH Gf.alsos "Et
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oportet ad rationem justitiae, quod sit eadem 
aequalitas personarum quibus fit justitia ®t rerum 
in quibus fit: ut scilicet sicut se habent res ad 
invieem, ita et personae: aliaquin non habebunt 
aequalia sibi." In Arist,Ethic, Coram.,lib.V,lect,IV, 
ad 935 Marietta ed,
"Actus justitlae est faoere aequale, quod est medium 
inter plus et minus," In Arist, Ethic, lib,V,, lect, 
X ad 99S Marietta ed,





The Aristotelian Theory of Money.
Since St .Thomas* theory of money is based on 
Aristotle’s conception of it and since the former
repeatedly acknowledges his debt in this matter
(1)
to the Philosopher it is fitting that we ex­
amine the Stagirite’s theory.
Aristotle begins his discussion of money by 
asking whether or not the art of money-making is
is the same as hhe art of managing a household or
(2)
a §itrt of it, or instrumental to it. Be con­
cludes that the art of money-making is related to 
economy as means to an end just as the art of making 
brass is subservient to the art of making a statue. 
The art of managing a household— or economy— is 
directed towards the acquisition of those things 
necessary to life. "This species, w tetfsays, "of
(3)
acquisition which is natural is a part of economy."
"There is another species of acquisition which is
commonly and rightly ealled the art of making money
and has in fact suggested the notion that wealth and
(4)
property have no limit." This of course is the art 
of making money.
Aristotle decides to begin his discussion of 
money by distinguishing between the two kinds of uses.




Both uses belong to the thing as such, though not in 
the same manner; one is proper or primary; the other, 
secondary. thus a shoe is used for wear and it is 
also used as a means of exchange. He who gives a 
shoe in exchange for another commodity does not use 
the shoe as shoe; in other words, he does not make 
use of the shoe according to its primary purpose, 
the shoe— and any other like possession— becomes 
a means of barter. Once, however, the trader has 
realized his wants barter should no longer be neces­
sary. Should he continue to exchange with the sole 
idea of profit, he no longer practises the art of 
economy but rather becomes an adept in the art of 
making money, this more complex and unnatural 
foim of exchange has grown out of and beyond the 
simple and natural kind, which was solely the satis­
faction of his wants,
Eather than earry the various necessities of life 
about with them men decided upon an easier way of barter­
ing, fhey agreed to use money; that is they began to 
employ in their dealings something of intrinsic worth 
and easily applicable to the purposes of life, for 
example, iron, silver, and the like. Of this the




value was at first measured by size and weight but 
in the process of time they put a stamp upon it to 
save trouble and to mark the more easily its value* 
Thus were coins invented*
With the sidvent of coin men began to concen­
trate their effort on acquiring as much of it as 
possible under the delusion that they were thereby 
acquiring wealth* they failed to see that he who 
is rich in coin may often be in want of food or some 
like necessity. They become like Midas of fable, 
whose every prayer, motivated by greed turned all 
that was set before him into gold* Evidently then* 
this means of acquisition, this seeking after money 
for money*s sake, is unnecessary and unnatural since 
it is unlimited in extent*
Aristotle then inquires into various ways of 
making moneys ”0f the two sorts of money making 
one, as I have said, is a part of household manage­
ment, the other is retail trade; the former is 
necessary and honorable, the latter a kind of ex­
change which is justly censured; for it is unnatural 
and a mode by which men gain from one another*
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The most hated, sort, and with the greatest reason,
is usury, which makes a gain out of money itself,
and not from the natural use of it. For maney was
intended to be used in exchange, but mot to increase
at interest. And this term usury (tokos) which
means the birth of money from money, is applied to
the breeding of money because the offspring resembles
the parent. Wherefore of all the modes of making
(5)
money this is the most unnatural.
Again in Book V of the Bicomachean Ethics 
Aristotle treats of the nature of money. There 
has to be some way of establishing equality between 
the labor, say, of a eobbler in making a shoe and a 
builder in making a house. Money is recognized as 
the representative of this demand, That is why it 
is called money (V o/*««vu. aT) because it has not a 
natural but a conventional (Vo a $ existence and it 
is within the power of man to change it or render it 
useless. Money is a standard, a means for measur­
ing the equality between two things based on their 
quantity or quality. Money is the great equalizer 
in exchange. It is also servieehble with a view to 
future exchange; it is a sort of security which we
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possess that, if we do not want a thing now, we 
shall be able to get it when wanted. Its value 
is not always the same, yet it tends to have a 
more constant value than anything else. Money, 
he concludes, is like a measure that equates things 
by making them eomaensurable; for association would 
be impossible without exchange, exchange without 
equality and equality without comenBurability*
St .Thomas accepts Aristotle’s theory of money 
but carries the Aristotelian principles to fuller 
conclusions. He uses them like the spoils of the 
Egyptians but impregnates them with the richer con­
cepts that could come only through Christianity.
Here as elsewhere, St .Thomas is vitally concerned 
with the process of "baptizing Aristotle."
(7)
In his Commentary of the Ethics of Aristotle,
St.Thomas posits the question whether or not happi­
ness is to be found in anything whieh has the aspect 
of a useful good, such as money. He concludes that 
it is not to be found therein, admitting, though that 
one might be led astray on the matter because "money 
has a universal usefulness with respect to all tempo­
ral goods." “Money," he points out, * is sought on




account of something else, because it has as its
(8)
root a useful good*” Quoting Aristotle, St.
Thomas says that, "he (i*e* Aristotle) explains
what is meant by the word money and he says that
by the word money, all those things are signified,
of which the price is worthy to be measured in coin;
just as a horse, clothing or a house and such like
can be measured by denarii; because it is the same
thing to give or accept those things as it is to
(9)
give or accept money,” As for the use of money,
"it consists in its being surrendered. To accept
or guard money is not to use it but to possess it*
For through accepting the money its possession is
thereby acquired; through guarding it money is saved:
accepting money is a sort of generation of money*
Saving it is a species of habitual retention* Its
use, however, has nothing to do with generation or
(10)
habitual retention but with activity."
So far we can readily see the close connection
(11)
between St .Thomas* and Aristotle’s theories of money*
Both recognize money as a medium of exchange; both see
the acquisition of money for its own sake as futile and
(12)
unnatural. Where Aristotle says that, because men’s 
desires are unlimited, they also believe that the means




of gratifying them should be limitless and they
(13)
thereby seek to pile up money, St.Thomas reiterates
the same opinion when he insists that happiness is
(14)
not to be found in any useful good such as money* 
However, close as these two are in their basic con­
ceptions, St.Thomas improves on Aristotle by develop­
ing a further notion concerning money* In going be­
yond Aristotle St.Thomas far from contradicts him; he 
really makes explicit a point that his predecessor 
evidently missed entirely in his treatment of money* 
The point of departure of St .Thomas is his doctrine 
that money is a. fungible thing* By examining wha$ 
he means by “fungible" and by understanding his 
application of it we shall see how important that 
aSditional notion is; how necessary and vital to the 
complete understanding of the question of usury.
"There are certain things," says St.Thomas, "of 
which the use is the consumption of those very things; 
u^st as when we consume wine by using it for drink and 
when we consume wheat by using it for food. Whence 
in such things one must not compute the use of the 
thing separately from the thing itself. On the other 
hand there are certain things of which the use is not
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the consumption of that thing; just as the use of
a house is to live therein not the destruction of it."
, Here, then, is the distinction St .Thomas makes between 
a fungible thing and a non-fungible thing: that those 
use is its consumption is a fungible thing(wine, wheat, 
etc.), while that whose use is not its consumption is 
a non-fungible thing (a house).
Having distinguished with St .Thomas between fung­
ible thing ( L. fungo— finish) and a non-fungible thing, 
we shall now proceed to investigate just how he applies 
this to money. "Money, however, according to the 
Philosopher (here St.Thomas quotes from the passages 
in Polit. lib. I and Ethic, lib, V quoted above ) was 
instituted to carry out exchange; and so the proper 
and principal use of money &s its consumption or its
(16)
estrangement, according as it is spent in transactions." 
Thus, St .Thomas holds that money is a fungible thing 
because as far as the one who uses it to buy is con­
cerned, that money is consumed, given over, finished.
Its use is its consumption and its consumption is its 
alienation— its passing over to another. Again he 
repeats the same notion: Negotiation^ however, is, 
as it were, a use which consumes the substanoe of the
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thing exchanged, in as much as It makes it disap-
(17)
pear from him who exchanges it.** St.fhomas is
most insistent that we understand, wthat in things
of which the use is the consumption, the use of the
(18)
thing is none other than the thing itself,w In 
money, then, we cannot distinguish between its use 
and its substance.
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Notes and Texts to Chapter III*
(1) Quaest. Disput: DeMalo: Quaest. XIII,art 17*
ad corp S.T. Ila Ilae. LXX7III, art*! ad corp*
On.oit. %.1X2X7III, a.l ad 3um... .Op.olt. Q.LXX7III. 
a.2 ad corp,
C») Polit. lib*I, 1256a.
(3) Polit. lib.l. 1256b.
(4) Polit. lib.l. 1257a.
(5) Polit. lib.l. 1258b.
(6) Bfc, 7. Nioh. Ethic. trans, in
HEarlv Be onomic Thought”; ed, Arthur B.Monroe; Harvard 
tJniv, press, 1930j pp.27-28,
(7) Ad. Arist. Ethic. Comm: ”Inquirit quae ponit
felicitatem in~allquo, quod habet rationem boni util is, 
scilicet in pecunia...^uia tamen pecunia habet univer- 
salsm util it at ea respectu omnium bonarum temporal ium, 
ideo probabilitatem quamdam habet haee opinio, quae in 
pecuniis ponit felieitatem." lib. L.lect. 7. ad 70.
(8) HSed pecunia quaeritur propter alimd, quia habet 
rationem boni utilis.” Qp.eit. Lib.l leot.7, ad 72.
(9) "Deinde eum dicit, ’Pecunias autem* exponit
(i.e.Aristotle) quid nomine pecuniae intelligatur et 
dicit quod nomine pecuniae, signifioantur omnia ilia, 
quorum dignum pretium potest numismate mensurari; 
sicut equus, vestis, domus, et quaecumque denariis 
appreciari possuntj quia idem est dare vel aceipere 
ista, et dare vel aceipere pecunias.t Qp.eit. 
lib,17. lecjr.l. ad 653.
(10) ”0stendit quis sit usus pecuniae: et dicit 
quod usus consistet in emissions ejus; qua© fttidem 
fit per sumptus expensarum et per dationes. Et
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aceipere vel eustodire pecunias non est uti pecunias, 
sed est possidere eas. Ham per acceptionem pecuniae 
aequiritur ejus possessio; per custodian autem 
conservatur: acceptio enim est sieut quaedam pecuniae 
generatio. Gustodia autem est sicut quaedam habitualis 
retentio. Usus autem non nominat generationem vel 
habitum, sed actum.” Pp.. Lib.,lY, Lect.,1, ad 659
(11) It is to be noted, however, that Aristotle's 
condemnation of retail trade, involving gain, recei­
ves a more moderate interpretation in St. Thomas.
Where Aristotle seems to eondemn the second kind of 
commercial intercourse aad unequivocally unnatural,
St. Thomas holds that while trade for gain does not 
involve anything honorable or necessary, neither 
does it logically involve anything sinful. If 
moderategains are directed toward noble ends,trading 
may thereby be rendered lawful. St, Thomas does 
point out, though, that the gain should not be 
sought as an end, but as a reward for effort. S.T.
Ila Ilae. Q.LXXYII,a. 4,ad corp.
(12) Bolit. Lib.,1, 1258b.
(13) In Arist. Ithic. Comm.Lib. 1, Lect.Y ad 70.
(14) A further indication of St. Thomas’ acceptance 
of the Aristotelian doetrine on money is to be found 
in his Commentary on the Hichomachean Ethics.(In Bk.V, 
Lect.IX, paragraphs 978-990). What has been said
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above of Aristotle’s theory as found in the Poli­
tics and Ethics could have been taken quite as well 
from st* Thomas’ Commentary, One sentence in St, 
Thomas is very illuminating, enunciating as it does 
one of the principal laws of economics(with charac­
teristic simplicity and clearness):"This one thing, 
which measures all things according to the truth of 
the thing is want, which contains all transferable 
things inasmuch as they are referred to human need; 
for they are not valued according to the dignity 
of their own nature; otherwise a mouse, which is a 
sensible animal, would have more value than a pearl, 
which is a non-sensible thing; but prices are 
imposed on things according as men need them for 
their own use,” In Arist. Ethic. Comm. Lib.V, 
Leot.IX, ad981.
(15) ’Q.uaedam res sunt qua rum usus est ipsa rum 
rerum consumptio;sicut vinum consumimus, eo utendo 
ad potum, et tricitum consumimus, eo utendo ad 
cibum. Unde in talibus non debet seorsum eomputari 
usus rei a re ipsa...quaedam vero sunt quorum usus 
non est ipsa rei eonsumptio; sicut usus domus est 
inhabitatio, non autem dissipatio." S.T.Ila Ilae, 
Q.LXXVTII,a.l,ad corp. Cf#also,Q,uaest, Disp. De Malo, 
Q.XIII,a.4, ad corp.
(16) ”Pecunia autem, secundum Philosophum prin­
cipal iter est invents ad commentationes faciendas, 
et ita propius et principalis usus pecuniae est 
ipsius eonsumptio, sive distractio, secundum quod 
in commentationes expenditur.” S.T. Ila Ilae,
Q. LXXYIII,a.l,ad corp. Cf.also, Quaest. Quodl., 
Ill,a.19,ad corp.
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(17) “Gommutatio mutem est usus quasi consumens 
substantiam rei commutatae, in quantum facit ©am 
abesse ab eo qui commutat,** Quaest* Bisput. Be Malo, 
Q* ZI7, art, iv. ad 15um.
(18) ttS©d in illis rebus quarum usus est eon­
sumptio, non est aliud usus rei quam res %sa." 
Quaest* Bisptit. Be Malo. Q.XIV, art.iv. ad corp.





The Thomistic Doctrine on Usury,
From St .Thomas * monetary theory and from the 
Christian conception of private property we are now 
in a position to build up the Thomistic doctrine on 
usury. Up to this point the process has been one 
of analysis; if, at times, the analyses of property 
and of money seemed to be irrelevant to the main 
discussion, their importance will be clearly recog­
nized now. As isolated pieces of stone are no 
longer isolated when they are placed in harmonious 
respect to one another in a building, so these 
notions which have been hitherto discrete will no 
longer appear so in composition. The process now 
becomes one of synthesis.
St.Thomas asks whether or not to accept usury 
for money loaned is sinful. He replies without
hesitation that it is in se unjust, since in doing
~  ' (1) 
so one sells what does not exist. The fact that
it is $njust can be seen from what was said before
concerning justice— that it is based on equality
(Cf.texts quoted on this in Chapter II). That
usury is based on inequality follows from what has
been shown of St .Thomas* doctrine concerning money:
it is a fungible thing, i.e. its substance and use
are one and the same thing. Thus, if the substance
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of money is the same as its use to charge for its
use is either to charge for the same thing twlee
(2)
or to charge for something that does not exist#
This is apparent when we consider that when anyone 
lends another money according to this agreement 
that the money he restored intact and wished be­
sides to have a recompense for the use of the money,
he sells the use separately from the substance*
Wherever St .Thomas speaks of usury he is anxious 
to make it clear that it is in se unjust. Since in­
justice means inequality, as pointed out before 
(Chap.11} whence proceeds the inequality? It is 
here that the notion of personality and property 
previously discussed comes to our assistance. As 
an artist a person has dominion over the substance 
of money but as a moral agent he must share its use.
Cne*s dominion over the fruits of hhis earth is
(4)
relative since as a moral agent he shares with 
other moral agents like himself the common use of 
material goods. It is in this matter that the 
^(equality of justice is preserved and conversely, 
it is in the failure to recognize this principle 
that inequality asserts itself. Thus, to charge




one for the substance of money over whieh one had
dominion is nothing more than to preserve the equality
between artists but to charge again for the use of
that money— whose use is common to all— is to create
an inequality between moral agents. Since artist
and moral agent, then adhere in one and the same
person distinctly but not separately and since the
substance and use of money are one and the same
thing, to charge for each separately is to upset
the balance of equality both between the persons
(5)
and the things and thereby produce injustice.
It is from this inequality that usury gets its 
illicit character and it is with this injustice 
in mind that St .Thomas formulates hi* definition
of usury: "To accept a price for use of money lent."
In taking usury, then, there is a twofold in­
equality set up: one between the money lent and the 
money paid back; the other between the lender and 
the borrower* Let us take a concrete example,
A owns a hundred dollars, that is as an artist he 
has dominion over it and as moral agent he is, like 
all other moral agents entitled to the use of the 
money. He lends the hundred dollars to B and demands 
on repayment only the hundred dollars. In so doing




he has transferred the dominion over the substance, 
thereby relinquishing only his right as artist. But 
1, being a moral agent like A, already has the right 
to the use of that money once it has been transferred; 
for the use of things properly refers to mean as moral 
agents# Thus, in the transaction of lending and 
returning the hundred dollars equality is maintained 
between A and B on the basis of their personality#
In this same transaction let us examine the equality 
on the part of the money itself# Since the substance 
and use of money are in reality the same thingibeing 
merely two aspects of the same thing— the former 
haying reference to the owner as artist; the latter, 
to the owner as moral agent), when B returned the 
substance (i.e# the hundred dollars ) he automati­
cally returned the use and so the equality on the 
part of the money was preserred. Now let us take 
another example* 0, who has dominion over a hundred 
dollars as an artist and the use of it as a moral 
agent, lends it to B, demanding in return the hun­
dred dollars, as well as an additional sum for its use. 
As the previous transaction of A and B was just, both 
in respeet to the men and to the money Involved, so 
in this second case the transaction is ugjust in both
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respects# What C has done actually is this: while 
maintaining his own status as artist and moral agent 
in regard to the hundred dollars, he transferred his 
right as artist over the substance to B at the same 
time refusing to acknowledge B*s moral right to its 
use# In the complete transaction of giving and get­
ting hack 6 has remained both artist and moral agent, 
while © has been only an artist. It is in this very 
act of granting the one right and withholding the other 
right that inequality between G and © as men is pro­
duced# Why can we say that G withheld l*s moral 
right?— he has done that very thing in charging B 
for the use as well as for the substance# As before, 
let us consider the injustice of the negotiation from 
the point of view of the money. It is not difficult 
to see the inequality here: what G actually did was
to lend the s ubstance and demand in return both sub­
stance and use; or, in other words, he lent a hundred 
dollars and received the hundred plus an additional sum.
We can perhaps see how more readily why St .Thomas
says of usury; “It is not just a sin because it is for­
bidden, but rather it is forbidden because it is
(7)
secundum se a sin; for it is against natural justice.**




At this point arguments may be raised con­
cerning the foregoing analysis of the injustice 
of usury* Some may claim that the subtle dis­
tinctions made between the money involved and the 
men involved are unnecessary, first, because they 
obscure rather than elarify and second, because 
they are invalid since they are not so treated by 
St .Thomas* Objections may be brought up that St* 
Thomas was content to treat only of the inequality 
of the money involved and that the additional dis­
tinctions given above eoneeming the inequality of 
the men involved is nowhere tp be found in St .Thomas* 
doctrine on usury. Granted that St .Thomas does not 
explicitly state that we should distinguish between 
the artist and the moral agent in the personality 
of the men concerned* But this point seems sig­
nificant: if that logical distinction between the 
two wlements in human personality is not a foregone 
conclusion with St .Thomas why did he make a logical 
distinction between the substance and use of things
and why did he base the injustice of usury on a logi-
the
cal inequality, i.e. a lack of agreement between two 
concepts, substance and use? He could have based 
the injustice on numerical inequality much more 
easily, i.e. a hundred dollars is lent and a hundred




dollars plus an additional sum is Returned.
In answer it may be said that it is not purely 
in the realm of hypothesis to suppose that 3t .Thomas 
regarded the distinctions within personality with 
regard to money or other material goods as unneces­
sary in his time. To explicitly state the doctrine 
of human personality at this particular point would 
have been for him the statement of a doctrine elear 
to all. It would have been a simple ease of ampli­
fying the obvious, for in his time— the age of faith—  
the body of the faithful had no doubt about the re­
lations between the spiritual and material elements 
in man. They not only did not doubt man* s spiritu­
ality, but unlike some Catholics even of to-day, their 
practice showed no divergence from their theory of the 
superiority of man’s soul to his body. They had clear 
notions about the temporal existence of man— they 
knew that this life was but a preparation for the 
next and that the material goods of this life were 
only for the use of all in satisfying temporal needs; 
they knew that they had absolute ownership only after 
a manner of speaking; that they owned things merely 
as stewards and that this ownership was based on
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their likeness to Q-od. Since, then, all recog­
nized the distinctions within personality, it re­
mained only for St .Thomas to show that the substance 
and use of some things like wine, wheat and money 
were in reality the same (but logically different^  
as being two aspects of the same thing— the substance 
of a thing being referred to man as an artist and 
the use of that thing being referred to him as a 
moral agent.
The justification for including this addition­
al notion will now appear more evident. In apply­
ing St.Thomas1 doctrine of usury to modern times, 
modem attitudes have to be considered. The de- 
emphasis of Ood, or in some cases the complete de­
nial of His existence, has distorted our notion of 
man*s nature. The conception of personality has 
been lost. Man has become either a god in himself 
with absolute dominion over hid property, like the 
Hugged Individualists; or he has become a mere 
individual with no right to property, as in the 
case of the Communists. The sense of balance has 
been lost because man has lost the true conception 
of himself as a person and as an individual. a
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correct understanding, then, of this doctrine of 
personality is necessary in this age for a correct 
understanding of St.Thomas * doctrine on usury.
For in this matter of usury, the chaotic thinking 
of this modern world is characteristic. It has 
built an economic system on the shaky foundation 
of a fallacy; between the substance and use of 
money where no real distinction is valid, it 
distinguishes; between artist and moral agent 
where the distinction is necessary it ignores it.
After seeing with St .Thomas that usury is 
in se illicit we shall now proceed to examine 
his further conclusions on the subject. If 
there is one thing for which, he is to be admired 
it is his moderate view in every question. The 
Greek and Roman ideal of n jm.t.a*' a^ ttvwand **ne quid 
nirais" find constant reiteration in his works—  
•Virtus coi^ Lstit in medio.** In the question of 
usury as in all other matters he is anxious to 
avoid extremes. His doctrine that to take a 
price for money lent is in se illicit, is not to 
be taken as meaning that to do so under certain 
conditions and circumstances is likewise unjust,
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To refuse any extenuation whatever would be the 
one extreme, of whieh the other is to take a 
price on money lent under all conditions.
The question, then, is what are the condi­
tions under which one may take interest— in other 
words what are the valid extrinsic titles? To 
this St.Thomas replies that to accept anything 
tacitly or by explicit agreement as a payment 
for money lent is illicit* We must understand 
the lb roes of that word ’‘anything” because St.
Thomas says that it is just as wrong to accept 
any article whose value can be measured in money 
as it is to accept money itself. If, however, 
one accppts something which has not been exacted 
either tacitly or explicitly as a sort of free 
gift, then he does not sin. The reason for this 
is that the lender might accept a free gilt before 
lending the money and thereby not put at a disad­
vantage by the act of lending. Compensation in 
the form of things whieh are not measured by money 
may, however, be exacted lawfully, such as good 
will and love for the lender or something similar.'
Furthermore, money can be conceived as something 
whose use is its consumption or as something whose
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use is not its consumption. The example be gives 
of the former is wine or wheat; of the latter, a 
house or a horse. In the latter ease the use of 
the house, for example, is living in it noi des­
troying it. Hence, a man may retain ownership 
of the house while granting its use to another. 
Therefore, a man may lawfully receive a price
(i.e.rent) for the use of the house and in ad-
(9)
dition reeeive fcaek the house lent.
If then money can be also conceived as 
something whose use id different from its sub­
stance, then a charge can be licitly made for 
its use without incurring the maliee of usury.
Thus, to lend a sum of money to another flor the
purpose of display or for deposit as a pledge and
(10)
to demand a price for this use is allowed.
St,Thomas points out here, as before, that, 
according to Aristotle, things have a primary 
and a secondary use; the use of the money prim­
arily is its consumption in spending, but it ean 
also have a secondary use as in the case above.
The next valid reason for taking money on a 
loan according to St .Thomas arises from actual loss




to the lender, then the lender gives up some­
thing whieh belongs to him and thereby suffers 
a loss he is allowed to contract with the bor­
rower for compensation to cover that loss.
"This,” says St .Thomas, "is not charging for the 
use of the money but avoiding loss; and it may 
be that the borrower avoids greatar loss than 
the lender incurs; so that the borrower makes
(11)
good the other*s loss with advantage to himself."
St.Thomas goes on to say that compensation can not 
be exacted on the ground that the lender makes 
no profit on his money because he may not charge 
for what he does not yet possess. This last 
consideration, however, we shall consider at 
greater length later.
( IB )
In another passage St.Thomas says that the 
lender may incur loss of the thing already possessed 
in two ways: first, from the fact that his money is/ 
not returned to him in the agreed time and in this 
case the borrower may be held to recompense him; 
second, he may suffer a loss within the time speci­
fied and in this case the borrower may not be held 
to any compensation. Por, insists St.Thomas— show® 
ing his practical wisdom in the matter— the one who




is lending the money should take ordinary pre­
cautions not to incur any loss, The borrower can 
hardly be held responsible"for the foolishness of 
the lender."
Stripped of their technical wording these 
last two exceptional or rather these two different 
aspects of the same exception) would be something 
like this: B needs a thousand dollars to repair
the roof of his barn in order to prevent the rain 
from ruining his crops stored there. He approaches 
A for a loan. -a has only a thousand dollars, in 
cash, part of which he intended to use in order to 
buy feed for his stock* If he lends the money to 
B his own stock will suffer but if he does not lend 
it to him B will lose his whole erop. He contracts 
with B for an additional sum to cover his own loss 
and B is quite willing to pay it. A has not charged 
him for the use of the money; he has merely asked for 
compensation of his loss. B stands fio profit on the 
transaction, because even after paying the additional 
sum he has gained by avoiding the greater loss of 
his entire crop.
To give an example of the second type of loss;
B borrows a thousand dollars from A promising to re-




turn it in three months. the allotted time has 
passed and 1 has not made good the loan. A, how­
ever, needs the money at the expiration of the 
time allowed to pay express charges on goods sent 
to him. He cannot do so and thereby suffers a 
loss on the money’s not being returned to him.
As a result he demands recompense from H for that 
loss. In this case again he has not charged B 
for the use of the money; it is only just that B 
be penalized for his negligence to pay and that A 
be compensated for his loss.
The last exception that St.Thomas allows is 
concerned with commercial loans. A commercial 
loan is the kind made to a business man by reason 
of which he intends to make a gain for himself.
(It is here that the invalid distinction is made 
concerning productive loans; why it is invalid we 
shall take up later). Ordinarily when one man 
lends money to another he transfers the dominion 
over that money to him. In sueh a case he may 
not expect a charge for the use of that money lent. 
If, however, he lends it to a merchant to be used 
in a business way, he does not transfer ownership 
of the money. The lender really enters into a




sort of partnership with the merchant in which
the merchant trades with it at the owner’s risk.
Thus, if in trading the merchant make a profit,
it is only 4ust that the lender who is still owner
of that money should get some share in the profit
(13)
accruing therefrom.
I»et us summarize briefly at this point the 
exceptions which St.Thomas allows. First, the 
lender may receive a free gift from the borrower 
for the loan. Here the borrower is motivated 
solely by charity and not compelled by any tacit 
or explicit pact. Second, if a man borrows money, 
not for the purpose of consuming it(the first use 
of money) but merely to use it as display or as a 
pledge, he may be charged for that use. In this 
case the borrower does not consume the money; 
hence, the money itself and its use are two
different things it is a speeies of rent much
after the kind of rent charged for the use of a 
house. Third, if the lender incurs the loss of 
the thing already possessed by reason of depri­
vation in the present or by reason of the loan’s 
not being returned at the agreed time, then he 
may lawfully demand compensation for his loss.
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This is the extrinsic title known to the modern 
theologians as "damnum emergens." Fourth, a man 
who has lent money to a merchant in reality retains 
his ownership, entrusting the money as it were to 
a steward. If that merchant makes a profit as a 
result of the partnership, he may be held to give 
some of that profit to the owner of the money.
In this case the merchant has not paid for the 
use of the money because he has not had ownership 
over it. All the modern practical applications 
of these matters treated here will be considered 
later.
St.Thomas now passes on the the question of 
restitution of usurious gains and of the guilt of 
the one who borrows on usury. Because these con­
siderations are really outside this discussion of 
usury itself they will be treated only briefly. 
However, his replies to the objections will 
serve as solutions for difficulties that will 
arise later. If one has exacted usury he is 
bound to restore the sum of money so exacted.
In the case of fungible things (wine, bread, money) 
he is bound to restore the amount only that he has
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received# What he acquired as a result of the
interest charge is his own, coming as it does from
his own industry# In the case of non-fungible
things (horse, house, field) he must not only
restore the house or field exacted as usury, but
also the fruit obtained therefrom, since they are
(14)
the fruits of things of which another is owner#
(15)
On the second point St.Thomas replies that 
it is in no WayfMwful to induce another to lend 
upon usury, since to induee another to sin is to 
commit scandal oneself. However, one may borrow 
from another who practises usury if the money 
borrowed is to be used for some good purpose 
such as helping oneself or another out of 
difficulty# It is a parallel case to the one 
of the man who, set upon by robbers, points out 
what money he has in order to save his life—  
though the robbers commit sin who plunder him#
At first sight this appears like the application 
of the principle that the end Justifies the means# 
However, it is not so; for it is lawful to use an 
evil act of another for a good end, providing that 
the good of the end surpasses beyond all proportion 
the evil of the act, "Even God uses all sins for 
seme good end.**^ 16^
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Motes and Texts on Chapter IV*
(1) “Responds© dicenum quod aecipere usuram 
pro pecunia mutuata est secundum se injustum, quia 
venditur id quod non est.“ S,T* Ila, Ilae.
Q. LXXVIII, art*l ad corp.
(2) “Usus autem pecuniae, ut dictum est non est 
aliud qusm ejus substantia; unde vel vendit id quod 
non est, vel vendit idem bis, ipsam scilicet pecuniam*“ 
Quaest* Bisp* Be Malo Q.XIII, art*iv, ad corp*
Gf , also? “Quieumque vendit usum talium rerun retin- 
endo sibi obligationem ad sorbem reddendam, manifestum 
est quod idem vendit bis, quod est contra naturalem 
Justititiam.” Quaest* Quodlibet. Quodl. III, art* 
xix ad corp*
(3) “Cum ergo aliquis pecuniam mutuat sub hoo 
pacto quod restituatur sibi pecunia Integra et 
ulterius pro usu pecuniae vult eretum pretium 
habere, manifestum est quod vendit seorsum usum
fecuniae et ipsam pecuniae substantiam." %iaest* isp. Be Malo Q.XIII, art.iv, ad corp*
(4) Of.texts quoted in Chap.II: S.T. Ila Ilae 
Q.LXVI, art* 1 ad corp* and ad lum* Op cit* Q..LXVI, 
art*2 ad corp.
(5)“It oporfcet ad rationem Justitiae, quod sit 
eadem aequalitas personarum quibus fit Justitia et 
rerum in quibus fit: ut scilicet sicut se habent res 
ad invicem, ita et personae? alioquin non habebunt 
aequalia sibi.“ In Arist* Ethic* Coma. lib*¥, lect.iv,
ad 935— Marietta ed.
(6) “Et propter hoc secundum se est illieitum pro 
usu pecuniae mutatae aceipere pretium, quod dicitur 
*usura* S.T, Ila Ilae. Q.UQCVIIl, art.1,ad corp*
(7) “Nee ideo est peccatum quia est prohibitum, sed 
potius ideo est prohibitum quia est secundum se peccatum; 
est enim contra justitiam naturalem.” Quaest* Bisp,
Be Malo Q,*XIII, art.iv, ad coip.
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(8) For this paragraph cf, S.T, Ila Ilaw Q. 
IOTTII, ad corp* ©t ad 3um et 4am* Gf. also 
Be Malo Q.XIII, art.iv. ad 13am,
(9) "Qwaedam vero stint quo ram usus non est ipsa 
rei conaapptio; sicut usus domus est inhabitatio, 
non autem" dissipatio* It ideo in talibus seorsam 
potest utrumque eoneedi, puta cum aliquis tradit 
alter! domus dominium reservato sibi usu ad aliquod 
tempus; vel e converse cum quis coneedit alicui usum 
domus, reservato sibi ©Jus dominio. It propter hoc 
licite potest homo accipere pretium pro usu domus et 
praeter hoc petere domum aceomodatum, sicut patet in 
conduction© et location© domus.” S.T. Ila Ilae 
q,LX2C7III art,l ad corp. Gf.also Be Malo Q.XIII, 
art.iv. ad corp.
(10) Potest esse secundarius usus pecuniae 
argenteae, ut puta si quis concederet peeuniam 
signatam ad ostentat ionem vel ad poneiddm loco 
pignoris; et talem usum pecuniae licit© home vender© 
potest*w S.T* Ila Ilae. Q.LXXFIII, art. 1 ad 6um, 
“Secundarius usus autem pecuniae potest esse 
quieumque alius, puta quod ponatur in pignore, vel 
quod ostentetur....unde si quis peeuniam signatam 
in sacculo concedat alicui ad hoc quod ponat earn 
in pignore, et exinde pretium accipiat, non est 
usura," Be Mali Q.XIII. art.iv.ad 15um.
(11) ”Hoo non est vender© usum pecuniae sed damnum 
vitare, et potest esse quod accipiens mutuum majus 
damnum evitet quam dans incurrat; unde accipiens 
mutuum, cum sua utilitate damnum alterius recompensat," 
S.T. Ila. Ilae. Q.LX2CVIII. art.11 ad 1.
(12) "Quod ex pecunia mutuata potest ille qui 
mutuat, ineurrere damnum rei Jam habitae dupliciter.
Uno modo, ex quo non redditur sibi peeunia statuto 
termino; et in tali oasu ill© qui mutuum aeeepit 
tenetur ad interess^ # 411e modo infra tempus depufcatum; 
et tunc non tenetur ad interesse ille qui mutuum accepit. 
Bebebat enirn ille qui peeuniam mutuavit, sibi cavisse 
ne detrimentum incurret. Mec ille qui mutuo accepit, 
debet damnum ineurrere de stultitia mutuantis,”
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(13) "Sed ille qui oommittit pecaniam suam vel 
meroatori. vel artifioi per modam soeietatis ca- 
jusdem, non transfert dominiam pecanlae saae in 
ilium, sed remanet ejus; ita qaod cam pericalo 
ipsias mereator de ea negotiatur, vel art ifex 
operatar; et ideo sie licite potest partem lacri 
inde provenientis expetere, tanqaam de re sua.® 
S.T, Ila. Ilae. Q.LXXVXII. art.ii. ad 5am.
(14) S.T. Ila. Ilae. Q. LCCTIH. art.iii.ad corp.
(15) S.T. Ila. Ilae. Q.LXXFIII. art.iv. ad corp.
(16) "Quia et Beas utitur omnibus peecatis ad 
aliqaoa bonam." Op.eit. ad corp.




The Modern Theological View*
Numerous have been the discussions in the 
last few centuries concerning this problem of 
usury* The question has been discussed by 
economists and by theologians with varying 
interpretation* It is no less now, than it 
was in the early ages of the Church, a vital 
question of moral theology. To give even a 
cursory analysis of the opinions of various 
theologians would require a thorough study in 
itself. It is not our intention to do so here, 
partly because it would make this thesis quasi- 
historical— -a thing it is not intended to be.
To avoid this element, we shall examine the 
opinions of only one theologian, Tanquerey, 
taking his opinions as representative of the
(1)
modern theological treatment of the question. 
After examining the modern theological 
doctrines, Tanquerey puts forth his own opinions* 
To begin with he lists the extrinsic titles to 
interest allowed by most theologians. Extrinsic 
titles are taken to mean those circumstances 
outside the loan-eontraet itself which allow 
the lender to charge interest on other grounds 
than the loan itself, The extrinsic titles are





I.Perioulum sort is: By this is meant risk ©r 
the danger arising from the fact that the money 
lent (sors) ean not be regained without some 
trouble and expense, The danger of risk should 
be highly probable and distinct from the ordinary 
danger which is incurred by the owner; likewise 
the rate of interest should be in proportion to 
the danger and can be greater when the danger is 
great# Gn account of the instability of things 
and fortunes in modern times, this danger is often 
present#
Uamnum emergens: This is the loss which 
the lender suffers of things already possessed; 
for instance, if by loss to himself of the money 
which he has lent the lender is forced to sell 
his property at a cheaper price or if by this 
lossshe cannot repair his house whieh is in 
need of repair*
III# Lucrum cessans: This is the gain which 
the lender might legitimately and probably hop© 
for if he had not lent his money to another#
To-day this title almost always exists. There is




no one who, in modern times, does not lose some 
gain if he does not charge interest on the money 
he has lent. Governments take money on loan Cor 
public works and there are countless commercial 
and industrial organizations which collect money 
and render it fruitful,
IV, Poena Conventionalist This is the "con­
ventional penalty” by which the borrower is ob­
ligated to indemnify the lender if he has not 
returned the loan within the stated time, This 
is only just as long as the charge or penalty is 
in proportion to the delay in returning the loan 
on time and as long as the delay is the borrower’s 
<Swhl fault.
V* Titulus legis oivilis: This is the extrin­
sic title allowed by civil law when It permits one 
to take a moderate interest on account of the pub­
lic good. (This title is not quoted by some theo­
logians .)
S'rom the enumeration of the extrinsic titles
Tanquerey offers his opinion, proposing this thesis:
E^o-day, because of the peculiar economic conditions
of society money destined for production is virtually
(4)
and truly fruitful.” Since this appears to be




the core of Tanquerey*s teaching on usury, we shall 
examine it in detail. He does not hold that all 
money is fertile but only that which has the nature 
of capital. He claims that money is not in se 
fruitful— its sterility coming from the fact that 
money does not breed money* It is, however, virtu­
ally fruitful because in modern times it can be turn­
ed without any difficulty into things or uses which 
bear fruit, This aptitude for bearing fruit, he 
contends, does not prooeed from the speeial industry 
of particular users of the money, but is present in
the money itself. It Is easy to see how it can be
turned into land, houses or machinery and other such 
things from which much can be gained by reason of
productive labor. If there are some who do not
care to use their money in the way mentioned above 
they can consign it to commercial or industrial 
organizations for a moderate interest charge, since 
those companies can make the money produce. At this 
point Tanquerey adds an additional note on the pro­
ductivity of money.
“It cannot be said,** he points out, “that the 
money lent is only the occasion and not the cause 
of the gain which is acquired from the thing by





reason of human labor alone.** “It is true, ” he 
adds, “that money without any human labor would 
remain lazy and produce nothing of itself, just 
as a field does not give forth fruit without 
cultivation and an instrument does not operate 
except by the hand of the operator. However, a 
farmer who wisely uses money for cultivating his 
farm better, the artisan who perfects his instru­
ments with money borrowed make a much gteater gain 
legitimately as a result of the work done by the 
money; money therefore is not just the occasion 
but also the instrumental efficient cause of this 
increase— granted that it is only partial-— and 
thus some right to its part in the increase can 
be established,**
Having satisfied himself that the virtual 
fecundity of money has been conclusively proved, 
Tanquerey proceeds to his next thesis: “Sinoe 
money is virtually fecund in modern times, it is 
allowable to take from it a moderate interest
(6)
whenever it is lent to another for production,®
He who lends money for another*s use for a determined 
time deprives himself of the opportunity to make a 
gain, and he gives the other an advantage inasmuch




as he furnishes him with the chance to make some
profit; or, in other words, on the part of the
lender a gain is sacrificed {‘‘lucrum cessans"),
while, on the part of the borrower there is a
chanee of increasing his revenue. Formerly
this title of sacrificed gain (lucrum cessans)
rarely ooeurred; to-day however, granted the
virtual fecundity of money it is more common,
"The contract whereby money is committed
to another, under the conditions of a sort of
moderate interest, is not properly a loan nor
a leasing of the money, but a contrast of its
own sort which can be called the contract of a 
(7)
loan," Tanquerey, after stating this next 
thesis begins to distinguish. It is not a 
loan such as was understood by the ancients; 
because according to them, anything consumable 
in first use, which was surrendered in a loan, 
was in no way considered to bear fruit, while 
to-day a thing is lent which is virtually fecund. 
For this reason loan in the old days was ex se 
gratuitous, while to-day the transfer of money 
is not made unless for some price. Furthermore, 
it is not the leasing of money, because in the
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leasing of a thing that thing is not given over 
completely, but the same thing is returned after 
some time; in our ease, on the other hand, the 
money is really given over and is not returned 
except in its equivalent. It is, however, a 
contract of its kind which can be called a loan.
He who has lent his money to another has truly 
granted to him the use of the thing as his own, 
and so that after a specified time the equivalent 
of the thing committed be returned to him, as well 
as some consideration for the use of the thing 
which is virtually fruitful.
At the conclusion of this thesis Tanquerey 
(8)
adds another note. In it he says: "And so, 
unless we are mistaken, the apparent discrepancy 
between the old and recent theologians on this 
matter can be explained very well. JSthieal 
principles are the same to-day as in former 
centuries, but economic conditions are wholly 
different. There was a time when money was 
regarded as sterile and it was true to say 
that no interest could be taken from money 
lent by reason of the loan itself but only 
by reason of extrinsic titles. To-day, how-
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ever, since money is virtually fruitful, it is 
no less true to say that from the contract of 
loan, by which it is given to another, some 
interest can be legitimately taken provided it 
is moderate.”
In summarizing Tanquerey*s opinions we can
terest will be moderate if it is in proportion to 
the danger of risk(periculum sortis), to the gain 
foregone (lucrum cessans), to the resulting loss 
(damnum emergens) and to any other circumstances 
of time and place, according to the common esti­
mation, wherefore, whenever there is a legal tax 
or definite custom, this must be adhered to, unless 
there are special reasons for seeking a greater 
rate, e.g. greater danger of losing the money lent, 
they are to be censured. Therefore, as practis­
ing injustice, who take advantage of the want of 
others by charging exorbitant interest.” It is 
necessary also to add that Tanquerey*s own thesis 
is an important item in current theological teach­
ing: because of modern economic conditions, money, 
which was formerly regarded as sterile, has become 
to-day virtually fruitful; because of this fruit­
(9)
do no better than render his own summary: "in-
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fulness of money, it is legitimate to charge 
a moderate rate of interest.
50.
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Notes and Texts on Chapter V.
(1) While the exposition of Tanquerey will 
receive full treatment in the text of the thesis, 
references will be made here and there in the notes 
to other theologians in order to show their sub­
stantial agreement among one another in their 
treatment of usury and their unanimous divergence 
from St .Thomas, There have been two reasons for 
especially ehoosing Tanquerey as the basis of a 
critical comparison with St.Thomas: he is probably 
the most commonly consulted authority among seminar­
ians, and he, of the modern theologians, gives the 
fullest treatment of the problem. His discussion 
of usury runs to some 29 pages.
(2) pgs.416-420; Synopsis Theolgiae Moralisi 
AJktsaquerey; T. Ill; Desciee et socii, Homae 
Tbrnacli, "Parisiis; 1919,
(3) OP*oit.: p*416-417; 900.
(41 Op.cit. p,418; 902. Of. Cathrein. Cathrein’s 
thesis is even bolder, being as it is, in direct 
contradiction to St.Thomas doctrine on the inherent 
injustice of usury: "Speetata hodierna sooietatis 
condicione ©economics contractus fenebris per se 
non est illieitus, etiam abstrahendo a disposition© 
legis eivilis. ” Oat hr e in: Bhilosophia Mo rails'-^
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(B. Herder, Fribourg, 1915, 10th ed.),p. 342.
Op» Cit.. both p.418 and top of p.419,-902.
Cathreia, too, holds that money is not by its own
nature sterile. To the objection that it is sterile
ex nature sua. he answers:
-------- n *
Respj’Est sterilis ex sola, cone; adiuncta 
hominis Industrla, nego.’ " Op. Git, p.347, 503. 
Another theologian, P. Gury, goes even further than 
Tanquerey and Cat lire in. While agreeing with both 
that money is not sterile when joined to human 
industry, he goes on to say that,"not a few recent 
theologians" hold among other things that by itself 
money is fruitful:"Pecunia, ut eonstat experientia 
mercatorum, fructum producit, et multiplicatur per 
se, independenter ab humana industria; ergo, non 
omnino sterilis reputanda est." P. Gury: Compendium
Theologiae Moralis.Capud Victor Lecaffre, Parisiis, 
1899),vol.I, p. 531,ad 4.
(6) Op. Cit.. p.419,903.
(7) Op. Cit.. p. 419, 904.
((8) OP. Cit.. p. 420,904.
(9) Op. Cit.. p. 420-421,906.





The Modem View versus The Thomistie View.
It is the purpose of this chapter to examine 
Tanquerey’s position and to evaluate it in the 
light of Thomistie doctrine on the question of 
usury. Having discussed St.Thomas* doctrine 
and having outlined Tanquerey’s teaching, it re­
mains for us now to put the two side by side; 
to compare them and to see how far Tanquerey 
has diverged from St.Thomas and to question 
just to what extent that divergence is justi­
fiable.
After quoting the various opinions of the 
Fathers on usury Tanquerey has this interesting 
and significant comment: ’From all this various 
citations in which the doctrine (i.e. of usury ) 
is contained the following may be observed: a) 
usury, accepted from the poor is something in­
human and opposed to the precept of charity; b) 
in certain cases immoderate usury exacted from 
the poor is truly unjust; e)nothing can be 
definitely and certainly said concerning com-
(1)
mercial loans, on which the Fathers are silent.®
The above eomment is ”interesting and signi­
ficant” because it would appear that Tanquerey 
began the question with certain preconceived




notions and prejudices and is easting about in 
order to justify the thesis which he intends 
to propose later on. Let us take the first 
observation and examine it. Tanquerey be­
labors the point about talcing usury from the 
poor. It is true that the Fathers mention 
this particular aspeat of usury as especially 
contemptible, but does Tanquerey perhaps see 
in it a loophole? Does he see the possibility 
of condoning usury from the more well-to-do as 
legitimate? Does he not seem to infer that it 
is the fact of taking it from the poor that 
gives usury its vicious element? As for the 
usury being against the precept of charity-—  
in the passages cited (cf. Chap.I) The Fathers 
seem rather to dwell on the injustice of usury 
rathdr than on its opposition to charity*
Clement of Alexandria says, w the law prohibits
( IF
charging interest to a brother.11 Does that 
word law not suggest justice rather than charity- 
mindful of St.Paul*s words: "The law is not for 
the just, but the unjust.”? Again, St.John 
Chrysostom, in speaking of those who grow rich 
while impoverishing others by means of usury,




says that "this is the very bond of Injustice,"
It would seem then, that Tanquerey has misinter­
preted the Fathers in making them condemn usury 
as uncharitable; they appear, at least in the 
passages which he quotes, to be more concerned 
with the injustice of usury, Consequently, 
the Fathers seem t o regard the taking of usury 
as somewhat more vicious than does fanquerey, 
let us proceed to his second comment,
"In certain eases exacting immoderate usury 
from the poor is unjust," Here Tanquerey 
is quite generous in admitting the injustice 
of usury because of its character of exeessive- 
ness. However, unless he has reference to 
passages other than those which he cites, no 
mention is made by the Fathers of any such 
extenuating circumstances as "immoderate".
Again that word "poor" comes up. Is it not 
an act of impoverishment on the part of the 
lender to grow rich at the borrower*s expense, 
even though that borrower is not actually in 
dire want? Hoes not the very taking of masiyy








When he oomes to the last point Tanquerey 4 
almost seems to exhibit the glee of those who 
cannot find what they did not wish to find: 
^Nothing is definitely said about commercial 
loans, and on this point the Fathers are 
silent** Here, it would appear, Tanquerey 
is attempting to find a significant point 
where none is to be found. Of course the 
Fathers do not make the distinction about 
commercial loans on usury. Can that be 
taken as proof positive that the Fathers 
made or would make exceptions for such 
loans? Does such an assumption not seem 
to be flying in the face of history to hold 
that the age in which the Fathers lived was 
entirely devoid of commerce? Had the people 
of their time completely lost the Aristotelian 
notion that money was a means of carrying on 
trade as well as a means of satisfying purely 
personal needs? Such an assumption appears 
gratuituous and naive.
When it comes to commenting on the Councils 
(of. Chap* I ) Tanquerey again seems to be 
bothered about the question of excessive
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interest: “Although in these times there was
no explicit distinction made between immoderate
usury and moderate interest there are a few
facts ishich would seem to argue for the tole-
(5.)
ration of moderate interest." Those "few
facts" happen to be three in number. The
first "fact" is the case of the bishop of
Claremont, Sidonius Appollinaris (430-488)
who praised a cleric for lending money and
added that the lender had the right to take
interest "since he had the right to exact
the whole". The second is bo be found in
the case of St,Gregory the Great (540-604),
(6)
In a letter to Anthemius he says: "He will
not look for gain from the loss of another,
but hav^ing received the loan at a price he
has been content, inasmuch as anything given
to the poor will be multiplied fow him by the
omnipobbnt God and it will be returned to him
as He promised," The last example is that of
King Theuderieus, who. according to St .Gregory
(7)
of Tours (538-593) promised: “We shall re­
turn your money with legitimate usury." Granting 
the authenticity of these facts and granting that




they appear to indicate that moderate interest 
was allowed in these cases, it would seem rather 
slim evidence $upon whieh to base any definite 
conclusions. Likewise it is hard to judge even 
these three eases when only a few circumstances 
surrounding the loans are given. I'he weight of 
such evidence appears even more slim when we con­
sider the numerous Councils which condemn usury 
and make no explicit reference to immoderation. 
With one particular Canon Tanquerey seems to 
take unwarranted liberties as a result, perhaps, 
of trying to read into the Canon what is not 
there.
He quotes the Canon from the Council of
the $th. Late ran: "la propria est usurarum
interpretatio, quando videlicet ex usu rei,
quae non germinat nullo labors, nullo sumptu,
nullove perieulo lucrum foetusque conquiri 
(8)
studetur." The words "quae non germinat**
are underlined because Tanquerey has them
(9)
italicized in his book. By italicizing
them and from the explanation which follows 
Tanquerey evidently takes the words to allow 
for exception— “from the use of a thing whieh




does not germinate," be apparently aceepts as 
a just i«Pieat ion for bis later thesis that same 
money does germinate or produce fruit. In 
fact, immediately after the quotation he says:
"On which account it does not prohibit usury 
which takes gain from anything whieh is fruitful," 
It would seem from thds that Tanquerey is putting 
undue emphasis on that phrase "quae non germinat," 
Rather than suggesting an exception, it could just 
as well be merely an explanatory phrase. With 
equal validity it could mean that the thing does 
not germinate.
Once again we shall see where Tanquerey
shows unjustifiable liberty in interpreting
quotations. This time we have reference to
that passage from the Bible; "Thou shalt not
lend money to thy brother on usury, nor com
nor any other thing but to the stranger*1*
Oeut.XX7TII.19). Here is what Tanquerey
has to say about that passage:"Prom this it
can be inferred, that moderate usury is not
absolutely and intrinsically evil; otherwise
it could not have been permitted by God even
(10)
toward strangers." Now let us quote St.




Thomas’ reply to that same objection: "In reply
to the second argument, it is to be said that)?
the Jews were forbidden to receive usury from
their brothers, that is from Jews; by which we
are given to understand that to reeeive usury
from any man is strictly evil; for we ought to
regard every man as a neighbour and brother,
especially in the state of the Gospel to which
all are called* Hence it is written in so many
words: ’He that hath not put out his money to
usury’ (Ps.XHT.S)} and: ’He who hath not taken
usury’ (Ezech.XFII*8). ^he permission to receive
* '
usury from strangers was not accorded to them
as something lawful, but as something permitted
with a view to avoiding a greater evil, that is,
lest through avarice to whieh they were addicted
(Isaias LVI), they should take usury from the Jews
(11)
who worshipped God." The difference between
St.Thomas* and Tanquerey’s opihion on this same 
passage is illuminating and any further comment 
is hardly necessary.
Let us now proceed to examine the validity cf 
the extrinsic titles to interest as proposed by 
Tanquerey and let us judge them according to
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Thomistic doctrine, The first extrinsic title 
allowed is ”periculum sortis”. As explained be­
fore this is the risk involved in making the loan# 
The lender might not be able to regain the loan 
without some trouble and expense; consequently he 
may lawfully charge interest to cover that loss.
The answer to this seems fairly obvious: if there 
is a risk involved in making the loan, if the 
lender is doubtful whether or not he will regain 
the money lent, why lend it? Or, just as reason­
ably, once having lent it why oharge the borrower 
for the risk that he(the lender)is taking? St# 
Thomas answers that loss may be incurred in two 
ways. The first we have mentioned before and 
shall consider later; the second has application 
here. The lender may suffer loss ”in another way 
within the time specified; and in this ease the 
borrower cannot be held to interest. He who has 
lent the money should take precautions lest he
ineur loss. Nor should he who has borrowed incur
(12)
loss because of the foolishness of the lender#
St,Thomas uses the word ”stultitia” very infrequent­
ly and the fact that he uses it here seems signifi­
cant. Tanquerey tries to make a distinction between




the ordinary risk incurred by the lender and the 
risk that follows from the insecurity and instabi­
lity of modern times. Granting that the distin­
ction is valid and granting that the risk follow­
ing on the insecurity of modern conditions is ever 
present, still why make the borrower responsible? 
Why should not the lender be willing to suffer a 
loss as well as the borrower when conditions over 
which neither have control make risk highly pro­
bable? To charge the borrower interest because 
of risk seems the same as t o accuse the borrower 
of being wilfully responsible for changing econo­
mic conditions. Furthermore, to lend money and 
charge interest for risk is in reality no risk at 
all; it is a sure thing. If the lender has 
charged the borrower for risk, win or lose he 
seems certain of his money. Another point comes 
up here, Tanquerey says that the rate of interest 
should be proportionate to the r isk, Boes that not 
seem to place the amount of interest to be taken on 
rather arbitrary foundations? Gould the lender 
perhaps not take an exaggerated notion of the risk 
he is incurring? Is that estimation of a just pro­
portion not a rather subjective one?




Concerning the next title there is no dis­
pute between St .Thomas and Tanquerey. Both agree 
on "damnum emergens". Both see that the lender 
who incurs the loss of a thing already -possessed 
by making a loan is allewed to indemnify himself.
St.Thomas is insistent, however, in pointing out
that to charge for the use of money is not to be
(13)
eonfused with avoiding loss.
The third title is "lucrum cessans." Such 
is the g ain which the lender sacrifices in making 
a loan to another. He has a sum of money whieh 
he might hope to make profit from, but instead of 
doing so he lends it. He is, therefore, accord­
ing to Tanquerey justified in charging the borrow­
er for the money he might have otherwise used pro­
fitably. Here again, there is a pertinent question: 
if the lender had hope of making profit from the 
money why lend it? He is not obliged to make the 
loan. Besides th4 hope of making a profit is purely 
in the realm of the hypothetiealj there are many 
circumstances which might arise especially "in 
these modern times" which would make that future 
profit hot too certain. Why make an interest 
charge then for the loss of an only problematical
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gain? St.Thomas* statement on this matter 
seems very definite and unequivocal: "Compen­
sation for loss, however, cannot he exacted 
on the ground that the lender makes no profit 
on his money, because he should not sell what
he does not yet possess and which he may be
(14)
prevented in various ways from getting."
"Poena conventionalis" is the conventional
penalty which the borrower who does not return
the money in the stipulated time must pay.
Thus, to charge Interest to one who has gone
over the time limit of the loan is just.
This, according to St .Thomas, is a valid titl4
but not a separate one. He includes it under
“damnum emergens”. As mentioned above "there
are two ways in whieh the lender may incur loss
of a thing already possessed. The first way
is from the fact that the money is not restored
to him within the stated time; and in that ease
(15)
the borrower can be held to interest.”
Thus, Tanquerey and St.Thomas agree on this 
title, but the latter merely makes a different 
classification. Both agree that the delay must 
be through the fault of the borrower. The only
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difference to be found is that Tanquerey would 
make the interest in proportion to the delay, 
while St .Thomas would apparently make it in 
proportion to the loss incurred by the lender.
In the former case there is danger of the judg­
ment being rather vague.
The last title mentioned by Tanquerey, though
(16)
not by all theologians, is ”titulus legis eivilis." 
This is the title allowed by civil law whereby the 
law permits one to take interest in a moderate 
degree on account of public good. It would seem 
to be a rather weak title since there are laws 
which permit intrinsically evil acts. In some 
states there is a law allowing sterilization of 
the insane on the grounds that such a permission 
is for the public good. Theologians, however, 
would he all agreed that the permission of the 
state in such a case would never mitigate the 
inherent evil of sterilization. In replying 
to the same objection that since the civil law 
permits usury it must be all right, St .Thomas 
says; "It is to be said that human laws leave 
some sins unpunished on aeeount of the conditions 
among men who are imperfect and who would be




deprived of many advantages, if all sins were 
forbidden and penalties provided. Henoe civil, 
law had allowed usury not in the sense of con­
sidering it to be according to justice, but in
(17)
order not to prevent the advantage of many.*
There are pseudo-historians without number 
who have used the old cliches when referring to 
the Middle Agesj "shackles of dogmatism," "priest- 
ridden", "progress impeded" and many others of the 
sort. It comes rather as a surprise, then, to 
read in a theology text a passage which might 
compare favorably with this type of medieval 
histoiy with which we are all familiar. There 
is in Tanquerey a passage which can hardly be 
surpassed for its complete naivete and careless 
disregard for historical facts. "There are many 
writers of to-day," he says, "who go back to the 
Schoolmen and Councils, ignore the economic laws 
and, by the prohibition of usury would retard 
the progress of industry and commerce. We are 
of the opinion that the error by which they are 
tricked is not a moral one but rather economic; 
for they think that money is sterile, and from 
this they infer that no interest can be taken




on money lent per se— this principle is true 
if money is altogether sterile. (Here a. wave 
of generosity has suddenly swept over Tanquerey): 
Moreover the error which is attributed to them 
can be easily excused. For money in se is truly 
sterile nor can it be made fruitful unless turned 
into fruitful things. Indeed, in the Middle 
Ages, it was very difficult on account of the 
economic conditions of tbe time to turn money 
into fruitful things: there is hardly a basis 
for comparison since, on account of the feudal 
system, industries were local,reserved to guilds 
of workers and commerce was carried on by only a 
few, namely the Jews and Lombards. It is no 
wonder, therefor, that money was generally re­
garded as something sterile.
"Moreover if the Church prohibited this it
would retrard In some degree the progress of
commerce. The evolution of industry and the
invention of machinery have given rise to a new
state of things and of new forms of loan called
(18)
the contract of credit."
Tanquerey seems to be genuinely concerned with 
the retardation of progress— material progress is
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meant of course— as something almost worthy of
adoration. "Progress," the moderns will cry,
"may she be always right; but Progress, right
or wrong." In apparently consenting to such
modernism Tanquerey is hardly in the Thomistie
spirit: "For no temporal loss are we allowed to
consent to or minister materially to another’s
sin; because we must love our neighbour’s soul
above all temporal goods. For such a necessity
therefore the above mentioned (i.e.usurers) can-
(19)
not be excused from mortal sin." Since
usury is in se a mortal sin, St.^homas would 
never agree that its inherent viciousness could 
be palliated by temporal necessity. Those who 
would excuse usury on the grounds that its moder­
ate observance is neeessary for economic progress 
are guilty of heresy, for they really say that 
an act in se is no longer a sin as long as the 
ends of temporal necessity are served. Such a 
principle, besides being a heresy, (or should we 
say "because it is a heresy") will lead, and from 
all appearances at present, is leading to economic 
and social chaos.
The next point in the passage quoted above




which Is hard to reconcile in a theological
work is this: “It is our opinion that their
error is not a moral one, but rather economic.**
Here again is a thoroughly modern notion. Both
Arifetotle and St.^homas regard economics(like
(20)
politics) as a part of ethics. They would 
never consent to the modern alienation of econo­
mics from ethics. 3?he principles of the latter 
govern the former. If, of course, one means by 
economics the observation of mere financial 
phenomena it is not a part of ethics— precisely 
because ethiws is a scienee and the type of 
economies just alluded to is no valid science 
at all. However, to return to Tanquerey: he 
has made a distinction between ethics and econo­
mics which Is unphilosophical and which, if 
followed to its logical conclusions as it is 
being done to-day, will lead both to moral 
degradation on the one hand and economic ruin 
on the other. In trying to destroy one(ethics) 
and exalt the other (economics) moderns have 
only succeeded in weakening both.
^he next item which seems to bother fanquerey 
is the lack of distinction made by the medieval




thinkers between money as a sterile thing and 
money as a fruitful thing. His naive approach 
to this question is almost unparalleled. In 
the Middle Ages he insists it was difficult,
”on account of the economic conditions then”, 
to conceive of money as being fruitful, Since 
the men of those times thought of it as only 
sterile, then of course to charge any interest 
was wrong; here Tanquerey agwees with them most 
generously. However, his inference is that in 
those days economic conditions were so simple 
and primitive that it was impossible that money 
should be fruitful. Such an assumption is 
rather gratuitous. Are we to suppose that in 
the Middle Ages all loans were made purely to 
cover personal necessity? Granted that the 
feudal system restricted business to local 
industries, is that tantamount to saying that 
there was no commerce at all? Bid not the 
Crusades have as one of their results the 
quickening of foreign trade? Then, too, we 
must not forget the great Hanseatic Leagues, 
Those unions were at first temporary associa­
tions of merchants going on particular journeys,




but very quickly merchants of particular towns 
or districts tended to band themselves together 
into a single trading organization called "Hanse". 
The earliest "Hanse" is that of Flanders; it be­
gan practically as the guild merchant of Bruges, 
the chief city of Flanders, but grew to such an 
extent that by the thirteenth century it comprised 
over fifty towns from Bruges to Rheims in Champagne 
and Caen in Noimandy. This Hanse virtually con­
trolled the importing to the continent of English 
wool, to such an extent that at one time goods
purohased by a non-member were liable to confis-
(21)
cation". Living as he did at that time and 
presumably knowing of the Hanseatic league, St, 
Thomas makes no mention of any compromises to 
suit what people of that time no doubt consider­
ed as "peculiar modern conditions”. This ex­
ample of the Hanseatic league in Flanders is but 
one case, There were other leagues and associa­
tions at the time which would seem to indicate 
that in the Middle Ages economic conditions were 
not exactly primitive. To assume that they were 
entirely ignorant of the various functions of 
money betrays our own crass ignorance of histoxy.




"Moreover if the Church prohibited this 
(i.e. usury) it would retard in some degree 
the progress of commerce." Such a statement 
is hardly in the Catholic tradition and is, 
a fortiori, the more irreconcilable in a 
theologian. It has never been the policy of 
the Church to consult the world before defining 
her doctrine and moral principles* As a wise 
mother the Church has ever been mindful of the 
weakness of her children but she has never 
built legislation on that weakness. It has not 
been the part of the Church to conform but to 
elevate. Furthermore, progress is not so sacred 
that the Church must not interfere even when 
moral issues are at stake. Such a laissez- 
faire policy on the part of the Church would 
be an admission of ignorance of the teleological 
order. Progress, with which the world, is con­
cerned, finds rest in the eeonomio end; salvation, 
the chief concern of the Church, tends itooward the
final end beatitude. Clearly, then, to exalt
progress is to confuse the dignity of ends; it is 
to elevate progress above the subordinate end to 
which it belongs. The strained relations between




the Uhurch and material progress is not a result 
of implacable decrees or restrictive shackles on 
the part of the latter; it is merely an evidence 
of the constant warfare that has disrupted the 
internal peace of every man since Adam; it the 
conflict between the prudence of the flesh (as St* 
Thomas calls it) and the prudence of the spirit.
All of Tanquerey*s observations, all his
hypothesis, have been up to this point merely
the groundwork for his main thesis. When he
says that the Fathers must have had reference
only to Immoderate interest and only to the
malice of binding the poor by usury; when he
doubts that the moralists of the Middle Ages
proparly understood the functions of money he
is evidently trying to ease his own conscience
and attempting to justify his position as set
down in the thesis? *To~day on account of the
peculiar economic conditions money destined to
production is virtually fruitful and truly
(22)
fruitful.** Sueh is his first thesis, to
be followed by: “Since money is virtually 
fruitful, it is permissible to take a moderate 
interest from it when it is lent to another




for production." Despite what Aristotle and
St.Thomas have said concerning the nature of 
money, Tanquerey would have "peculiar economic 
conditions" change all that nature. Modern 
conditions have changed money partially in that 
to-day gold is no longer widely circulated.
Because of convenience and to suit modern de­
mand paper money is issued against gold, Scrah 
a change, however, is only accidental; it does 
not effect the very essence of money. Money is 
to-day, as always, a medium of exchange, a means 
of equating real things, an norm of value. It 
is just as much a conventional thing to-day as 
it was then; it is just as sterile. Modem con­
ditions would have to be "peculiar" indeed to 
change the essential nature of money.
Tanquerey has a long note at the end of his
first thesis which attempts to prove flilosophically
that money destined for production is fruitful,
"Money", he claims, "is not only the occasion but
also the efficient instrumental cause, partial,no
doubt, of this increase and as a result there is
(24)
some right to part of the gain." The efficient
cause of anything, the cause strictly speaking that




produces, is the agent. By agent is not meant 
necessarily"human agent*. Agent means one who
can act. It might he a man building a house or 
a bird building a nest— both are agents because 
they act each according to his nature("operatio 
saquitur esse*). The agent is the principle of 
his own activities— an activity which is in pro­
portion to his degree of being. This instrumental 
cause, on the other hand,is that by which the agent 
produces. The principle of activity comes from 
without— from the agent. Left to itself the 
instrumental aause could not act simply because 
self-activity is beyond its nature. For example, 
the carpenter who makes a table is the agent; the 
hammer which he uses is the instrument— efficient 
and instrumental causes respectively of that table. 
The agent alone is responsible for his action, with 
just that degree of responsibility that is compatible 
with his nature. We should hardly think of praising 
a hammer that wrought a beautiful work; nor should we 
leave a hammer and some wood alone in a room and come 
back expecting to find a completed table. Similarly, 
we should hardly expect money, left to its own de­
vices, to produce. To take another example: a man




lends his neighbor a hundred dollars to buy a cow. 
The cow givds milk which the man sells to a dairy 
making a profit therefrom. The milk,as real wealth, 
certainly brought money to the owner of the cow. 
However, did the hundred dollars vtiich he borrowed 
produce the milk, or did nature with her usual 
common sense leave that to the cow? The money 
that bought the cow that gave the milk should
receive as much credit as, and no more than the
hammer in the hands of the carpenter. The 
carpenter who borrows the hammer is not bound 
in Justice to return more than the hammer.
Similarly, a man who has borrowed a hundred 
dollars can hardly be expected to return more 
than the sum borrowed. He cannot be held to 
give some of the gain which resulted from his 
own and the eow*s industry rather than from
the loan. The loan, like the hammer, was
merely an instrument.
On this point St .Thomas is very clear.
The question arose whether or not a man is 
bound to restore anything he may have gained 
from usury exacted. St.Thomas replies: "Hence, 
if such things were extorted by usury(for instance,




money, wheat,wine or something of the sorb) a man
is not hound to make restitution beyond what he
has received: because what is acquired by this
means is not the fruit of such a thing but of
(25)
human industry,” St .Thomas, then, would not 
make the distinction, made by most modern theo­
logians, that loans are of two kinds— non-pro­
ductive and productive. For him, as well as 
for Aristotle, money is sterile and no accidental 
e ire urns tamees such as ”peeuliar modern economic
conditions” could make it otherwise,
(26)
In his last thesis Tanquerey takes the 
stand that under modern conditions of moderate 
interest, there is not a loan properly speaking 
nor a transfer of money, Kather, it is a con­
tract sui generis, a contract of credit. It is 
difficult to see just how borrowing money at 
even moderate interest can be a true contract,
A contract is an agrBement made between two 
persons freely, Granted that the borrower 
agrees to pay interest on the loan, it is a 
rather weak freedom for him, because if he does 
not agree to pay interest he cannot receive the 
loan. The lender in making him agree to pay




interest is taking advantage of the borrower^ 
necessity. Consequently, the borrower is not 
entirely free in making the agreement* Instead 
of mitigating the evil connotation of the word 
"usury”, Tanquerey in substituting the phrase, 
"contract of credit",has weakened his ease 
rather than strengthened it. Instead of build­
ing up a ease for loans at interest in particular, 
he has broken down the whole fabric of contracts 
in general; for instead, the introduction of that 
element of necessity would in reality reduce the 
contract, whereby the borrower agrees to pay in­
terest to no contract at all*
At the conclusion of his thesis Tanquerey has 
a note which would seemtbo indicate a certain 
troubled state of mind* "And so”, he says, "un­
less we are mistaken, the apparent discrepancy be­
tween the old theologians and the new ones on this 
point (of usury) can be easily explained. The prin­
ciples of ethics are the same to-day as in ages 
past but economic conditions are wholly different. 
At the time when money was regarded as sterile, it 
was true to say that no interest could be taken on 
money lent by reason of the loan itself, but only




by reason of extrinsic titles, To-day, however,
since money is virtually fruitful it is true to
say that from the contract of credit, by which it
is lead to another, some interest can be lawfully
(27)
exacted, if it is moderate,* From his repeated 
insistence upon the fruitfulhess of money and the 
peculiar modern conditions, it would appear that 
Tanquerey is not too sure of his position. If 
his thesis is patently reasonable there should be 
no need of dwelling ad nauseam upon it: its reason­
ableness should be its own best argument. That 
phrase, a^pparent discrepancy*, appears to be a 
signal of distress— perhaps he would fervently 
hope that it would be not quite so apparent. If, 
as he says, ethical principles do not change, it 
is hard to understand why modern conditions should 
make any difference. It is quite true that general 
principles must be interpreted in order to allow for 
particular contingencies arising at different times.
To interpret generalities to suit specific eases is 
to make explicit what has been pre-contained Implicit­
ly in them: interpretation, like elastic can be 
stretched only so far. It would seem that Tanquerey 
has made explicit what was never contained implicitly




in the original doctrine on usury: he has stretched 
the elastic beyond its natural limits of extenuation*
The question might arise now, Whence and when 
did this modern theological teaching on usury arise, 
since it obviously cannot be traeed to Thomistic 
doctrine? If treated fully, that question would 
really be a thesis in itself, historical in charac­
ter. Since, as mentioned before, this thesis is 
rather doctrinal than historical, the problem will 
be given only brief treatment here* The possible 
solution of the question may be suggested by this 
statement: modern theological views on usury bear 
a striking resemblance to those of Calvin.
Realizing that such parallel views could just as 
well be coincidental as causal in their relation­
ship, the writer is cautious lest in trying to 
draw a necessary conclusion where only an acciden­
tal connection might exist, he fall into the 
fallacy of “post hoc, ergo propter hoe." Thus, 
far from suggesting that the evidence produced is 
conclusive, the writer suggests that it is at least 
provocative.
Both present-day Catholic theologians and 
Calvin agree that, while usury is an evil, there
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are certain circumstances which palliate its 
vicious character. The resemblance between 
the two teachings— the theological and the 
Calvinistic— is on four points: a)that money 
is fruitful and that there is, therefore, 
necessity for distinguishing between consumptive 
and productive loans; b)that only that usury is 
vicious which is immoderate; e)that usury is a 
crime against charity, not against justice; 
d)that modern business demands the maintenance 
of usury as a necessity institution. It will, 
then, be necessary only to set down under each 
point the parallel views of each without further 
comment:
a) "It is true that money without the 
industry of man remains idle and produces nothing 
from itself, as a field generally produces no 
fruit without cultivating, nor an instrument does 
any work without the hand of the artist."(Tanquerey)
"When anyone sets up his tabled.e.for money-
changing') he uses the same art as the farmer does
in employing his labour inc cultivating fields.*
(29)
(Calvin)
"Recent men distinguish between a consumptive
79.
(28)
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and productive loan, They say that it is less 
in just to accept usury from one who borrows the 
money solely from need and to care for the neces­
sities of life; that it is not unjust to accept
usury from one who intends to sue the money for
(30)
business and to make a profit.” (Cathrein)
"It is always wrong to exact usury from a
poor man; but if a man is rich and has money of
his won, as the saying goes, and has a very good
estate and large patrimony, and should borrow
money of his neighbour will that beighbour commit
•ineby receiving a profit from the loan of his
(31)
money?” (Calvin)
b) "from these causes, it is lawful to accept
(3g)
moderate interest from money lent" (Tanquerey)
"In certain cases it is unjust to exact immoderate
(33)
usury from the poor.” (Tanquerey)
"It is not suitable then to receive all things 
because if the profit exceed moderation it must be
(34)
rejected since it is contrary to charity."(Calvin)
c)"To accept usury from the poor is inhuman
(35)
and opposed to the law of charity."(Tanquerey)
"It is always wrong to exact usury from a poor 
man, but if a man is rieh....and should borrow money 
from his heighbour, will that neighbour commit sin
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by receiving a profit from the loan bf the money?..
We see then that it may sometimes happen that the
receiver of Interest is not to be hastily condemned
since he is not acting contrary to Godfs law*”
(36)
(Calvin)
d)“It is to the best interest of the public 
good that money remain not idle, hidden in vaults, 
but that it be surrendered to commerce. And so a 
remuneration can be granted to those who lend
their money to bthers.” (Cathrein)
"There are many modern writers who vehemently 
turn against the Scholastics and the Councils be­
cause they ignore eeonomicj^  laws and by the pro­
hibition of usury, they would retard the progress 
of industry and commerce. Our impression is that 
the error by which they( i,S*Scholasties)were triek-
ed is not a moral one but an economic one; they
(38)
thought that money was sterile." (Tanquerey)
"But we must always hold that the tendency 
of usury is to oppress one*s brother and hence 
it is to be wished that the very names of usury 
and interest were buried and blotted out from the 
memory of man. But since men can not otherwise 
transact their business, we must always observe




what is lawful and how far it is so.” (Galvin)
It might he objected here that the foregoing 
criticism of Tanquerey is too severe; that the 
criticism is colored over with the ruddy cast of 
vituperation. However, the vituperation has been 
of the impersonal sort, entirely free from malice*
It has been the purpose in this chapter to evaluate 
Tanquerey in the light of Thomistic doctrine and if 
the severity of that evaluation appears unnecessar­
ily so, it must be borne in mind that such harshness 
has not proceeded from any personal spleen, but 
rather from the discrepancy itself which exists 
between the two doctrines. St.Thomas moves in the 
order of principles; Tanquerey, in the order of 
expediency. We must not conclude that the people 
of the Middle Ages were, like Caesar’s wife, beyond 
reproach; it would be a species of sentimentality, 
mounting almost to heresy, to think that people of 
that time could do no wrong. Because laws were 
laid down then, there is no reason to suppose that 
they were always followed* In this matter of usury 
the pronouncements were quite definite; we cannot be 
so sure that their observance was just as definite. 
St .Thomas laid down the principles otf the question,
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principles always recognized, but not always 
observed* In our age of casting off shackles—  
a euphemious way of saying that we are impatient 
of discipline— we not only fail to observe laws; 
we are making a systematic attempt to not even 
recognize them. It is one thing to admit the 
weakness of man and to temper our sometimes too 
severe human justice with divine mercy and charity; 
but it is another thing to condone it, to glorify 
it and to aecept the defeatist’s attitude: *It is 
there, what can we do about it?"— in other words, 
it is an error of diabolical speciousness to pander 
to that weakness. God forgives human frailty, but 
the ^ evil encourages it. It may be in good faith; 
it may proceed from invincible ignorance, but we 
are doing the Devil’s work when we try to water 
down immutable principles to suit the Changing 
desires of the moment. It was ever different 
with St .Thomas: the charge can never be made 
against him that he did not take a moderate 
view and make sufficient distinctions on matters 
of principle^ ; however, he never did distinguish 
to the point where he practically qualified that 
principle out of existence.
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Notes and Texts on Chapter VI.
(1) QP*cit.: p.400; 873*
(2) Clem. Alex* Stramat. 1.11. c.l8.Migne.
p.®. voi'.Viii," col.1023,
(3) -In Matt, 
c ol.556J*558.
> Lamil. 56. Migne. P.L. Vol.LVII.
(40 St.John Chrysostom: loo.cit.
(5) Qp.cit. p.401.875.
(6) Migne. P.L. LXXVII, col.973.
(7) ®istor. Franc. I.iii.n.4.Migne. P.L. vol.
LXXI, ool. 267.
(8) Benzing, n.623.
tQ) Op*oit.; p.404; 880.
(10) On.oits p.395, 867B.
(11) S.T. I la. Ilae, Q.LOTTII. art.l, ad 2um,
(12) “Alio modo infra tempus deputatum; et tuno 
non tenetur ad interesse ille qui mutuum accept!* 
Bebehat enim ille qui pecuniam nutuavit, sibi cavisse 
ne detrimentum incurret. Nec ille qui mutuo accepit 
debet damnum ineurrere de stultitia mutuantis.“ 
%iaest. Bisp. Be Malo. Q.ZIII, art. iv.ad 14um.
(13)”hoc non est venders usum pecuniae sed damnum 
vitare". S.T. Ila.IIae. Q,.LX2VIII. art.11, ad lum.
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(14) "Recompensat ionem vero damni, quod 
consideratur in hoc quod de pecunia non lucratur, 
non potest in pactum deducere quia non debet vendere 
id quod nondum habet, et potest impediri multiplici- 
ter ab habendo.® S.T, Iia.Ilae. Q,.LXXVIII.art.il. 
ad lum.
(15) "Potest ille qui mutuat incurrere damnum 
rei jam habitae dupliciter. Uno modo, ex quo non 
redditur sibd pecunia statuo termino; et in tali 
casu ille qui mutuum accepit tenetur ad interesse". 
ftuaest. Disu. De Malo. Q.XIII. art.iv. ad 14um.
(16) Gury makes tbis extrinsic title tbe cardinal 
point in his argument for tbe acceptance of usury: 
"Titulus legis civilis probabilius est ratio justa 
et bonesta aliquid supra sortem exigendi, secluso 
etiam quooumque alio titulo.” Gf. on.oit.n.529.863. 
Cathrein, likewise, seems to favour tbis title to 
tbe exclusion almost of tbe others. For him tbe 
right to accept usury comes from tbe permission of 
tbe civil law— which permission follows, according 
to bis exposition, from modern economic demands, 
on.cit. p*346, 499*
(17) "Leges humanae dimittunt aliqua peccata 
impunita, propter conditiones hominum imperfec- 
torum, in quibus multae utilitates impedirentur 
si omnia peccata district© prohiberentur poenis 
adhibitis. Et ideo usuras lex humana concessit, 
non quasi existimas ©as esse secundum justitiam, 
sed ne impedirentur utilitates multorum.M S.T.
I la IIae,q.LXX7III,a. 1, ad 3um.
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Gf. also: "Cantingit autem quandoque quod si 
impediatur aliquod malum, provenit maximum detri- 
mentum oommunitate: et ideo quandoque jus positivum 
permittit aliquid dispensative, non quia sit justurn 
id fieri, sed ne communitas majus incommodum patiaturj 
sicut etiam Deus permittit aliqua fieri in mundo, ne 
impediantur bona quae ex bis malis ipse elieere novit, 
St hoc modo jus positivum permisit usuras propter 
multas commoditates quas interdum aliqui consequuntur 
ex pecunia mutuata, licet sub usuris.” Be Malo. 
Q..XIII. art.iv. ad 6um.
(18) p#404; 881. Gf.also Cathrein op.oit.
(19) “Sed pro null# temporal! damno debemus 
consentire aut materiam ministrare alterius peccato; 
quia plus debemus diligere an imam proximi quam omnia 
temporalia bona. Ergo pro tali necessitate non ex- 
eusantur praedicti a peccato mortali." Be Malo, 
Q.XIII. art.iv, ad 19um.
(20) Of, S.T. I la Ilae, Q,.50,a.2 anda.3.
(21) R.H. Soltau: “Outline of European Economic 
Developmentp.55,
(22) "Ho die ob peeuliares oeconomicas conditiones 
societatis, pecunia ad productionem destinata,est 
virtuallter et vere fecunda,” Op. Cit..p.418.902.
(23) “Cum hodie pecunia sit virtualiter fecunda, 
licet ex ea moderatum fenus percipere, quando alter! 
traditur ad productionem.” Op. Cit..p.419.903.
(24) Op. Git., note top p.419.
(25) "Et ideo si talia fuerifct per usuram extor- 
talputa denarii,trieitum, vinum aut aliquid hujusmodi) 
non tanetur homo ad restituendum nisi id quod accepit: 
quis id quod de tali re est acquisitum non est fructus 
hujusmodi rei sed humanae industries." S.T. Ila Ilae,
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Q.UCOriII. art.iii. ad corp.
(26) “Contractus quo pecunia alterilcommittitur 
sub conditione alicujus auctorii moderati, nonest 
proprie nutuum, nec location pecuniae, sed contractus 
sui generis, qui dici potest contractus erediti". 
Op.oit. p.419; 9040.
(27) "Et ita, ni fallimur...dummodo sit modera- 
tum." Op.oit. p.420. 904C.
(28) "Verum. est sine manu artificis".
Tanquerey; p.418, 902 A note.
(29) CaJ^ in: Commentaries on the First Twenty 
Chapters^of tne Book of the Prophet Ezechiel: (Trans. 
by Myers, Calvin Translation Society, Edinburgh, 1850) 
vol. II pp.227-228.
(30)"Quidam recentiores et lucrum faciendum".Cathrein:
Op.cit. p.347, 502.
(31)Galvin: loo.cit.
"Extra bos casus— -fenus accipere."
(32) Tanquerey,: Op.cit. p.420, 906.B.
(33)"in quibusdam casibus immodicas usuras a 
pauperibus exactas vere dnjustas esse." Tanquerey: 
op.cit. p.400. “ '
(34) Calvin; loc.cit.
(35) “Usuram ab indigentibus— caritatis oppositum"- 
Tanquerey. op.oit. p.400.
(36) Calvin: loc.cit.
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(38) "Multa quidem hodierni-— pecuniam esse 
sterilem, ” Ta^ue^g: op. cit..p.404.n.881
(39) Calvin; op. cit..loo, cit.





Practical Consideration of the Thomistie View.
In our modemcera there is scant respect for 
the speculative part of knowledge. The mental di­
sease of our age is the almost general repugnance 
for abstract thought* The question continually 
brought up is, "Has it any practical considerations?" 
The practicability of things has become almost the 
only norm of their truth. It is, however, without 
any thought of at all conceding the validity of 
philosophical pragmatism that this conclusion will 
deal with some of the practical considerations on 
the doctrine of usury as set forth in this thesis.
The writer is well aware that in proposing some 
practical solutions of the problem, he is des­
cending from the realm of ethics which is a science 
of principles, to the realm of prudence, which is 
the virtue of applying principles to practice.
It must be observed, though, that if this doctrine 
is weighed and found wanting in the light of modern 
economic practice, the validity of the doctrine it­
self is not thereby impugned. If business practice 
is not in accord with ethical principles then it 
will be the part of business to yield. In modern 
society the Church can only legislate for its own




members. Consequently those memebrs are bound 
in conscience to acknowledge her decrees even at 
the expense of their own material advantage or con­
venience. Modern sociologists propose birth-control 
as a means of promoting the public good; modern 
economists likewise justify the existing economic 
order on similar grounds. As Catholics we are 
bound to oppose birth-control uncompromisingly, 
despite the inconvenience of that opposition in 
the existing social order. By the same token, 
it is the manifest duty of Catholics to-day to 
recognize the inherent sinfulness of usury and to 
refuse to accept the erroneous doctrine of modern 
economists, even though that refusal may mean the 
curtailment of financial profit. If such an 
attitude seems unnecessarily harsh; if it would 
seem to put Catholics at a great disadvantage in 
obtaining even a just living, let us suspend 
judgment for the moment while we consider a few 
practical cases.
John Brown wants to buy a ear for the pleasure 
of his family. Such a pleasure is legitimate, but 
however legitimate is the enjoyment of its use that 
car is a luxury and not a necessity. John Brown




has not all the cash ready at the time he buys 
the car. She salesman smoothly offers the 
suggestion that John need not wait until he has 
all the necessary money. He may have the (far fin­
anced by any one of the small loan companies.
John consents and is at first genuinely surprised 
and pleased to know that the interest rate on the 
loan for the car is only three percent. He buys 
the car and begins to make the payments on the 
loan. Soon the awful truth dawns upon him that 
the convenience of that loan was very deceptive.
He thought that he was paying three per eentj as 
a matter of fact he is, but it is three per cent 
a month and each fraction thereof, becoming in 
reality, thirty-si* per cent annually. John 
Brown need not have sought a loan from the fin­
ance corporation; he could have waited until he 
saved the money necessary to buy the ear, since 
the car was not an immediate need. In borrowing 
thus, John Brown is contributing to the support 
of that company; it is because of the host of 
John Browns who can not wait to buy luxuries 
until they have saved enough, that such small 
loan corporations exist. Hence, John Brown
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and all his brothers in impatience are largely 
responsible for the usurious practices of such 
companies. It would be a slight inconvenience 
to refuse the loan, but if John Brown is a Catho­
lic he must seriously weigh that inconvenience in 
the light of duty. To forego the immediate 
pleasure of the car would be to act in accordance 
with ethical principles, in that John Brown would 
refuse to be a party to a sin. Such a sacrifice 
would be momentarily distressing but not at all 
impossible. What has been said of this particular 
case, may be applied to all eases where things not 
necessary to ordinary comfort are bought on the 
instalment plan; for the instalment plan as out­
lined by many department stores is usurious.
This question of borrowing money on usury 
is treated in full by St .Thomas in the fourth 
article of Q.IXSTIII, He says that it is lawful 
to borrow money from a usurer provided it be for 
a good purpose, such as fcelp^oneseX, or sotte- 
body else out of a difficulty. The one who 
borrows on usury is guilty only of passive 
scandal. He should not, on account of such 
passive scandal, refrain from seeking a loan,





if he is in need. The importance of that phrase 
"if he is in need” can hardly be emphasized enough. 
Certainly one who borrows money from a loan company 
to buy a pleasure car is not in need. Similarly, 
one who buys some luxury from a department store 
on the easy-payment plan does not need that article. 
Both persons, by reason of their impatience to save 
the money before buying, are contributing materially 
to the support of such loan companies and such credit 
f iims. The persons who perpetuate such systems 
are guilty of passive scandal in this matter of 
usury. Furthermore, they have a social duty to 
refrain from supporting such institutions— the right 
that society has to limit loans to their proper use 
is superior to the right such individuals have to 
this or that luxury.
James Smith is a merchant. He buys good from 
a manufacturer and when he receives the invoice he 
sees that three per cent is allowed if payment is 
made before thirty days. Mr .Smith who is oonsci- 
enciously aware of the sin^ of usury wonders 
whether or not he may take advantage of that 
three per cent reduction and still act in 
accordance with morality. St.Thomas would
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immediately eome to bis aid; “If, however, a
man wished to deduct from the Just price in
order to obtain the money sooner, he is not
(3)
guilty of a sin of usury** The wholesaler, 
then, is not receiving a loan as it were from 
Mr.Smith at three per cent; he is merely offering 
a premium for ready payment* Similarly, Mr .Smith 
is not acting as a party to a sin.
St .Thomas proposes that in making a commer­
cial loan the lender really enters into partner­
ship with the one to whom he has lent the money 
and by reason of that partnership may expect both 
the return of the loan and a part of the profit made 
as a result of the loan. The modern banker would 
argue that the difference between St .Thomas* share 
in profit and the present day system of demanding 
interest on a productive loan(as it is called by 
all economists and most theologians, Catholic and 
non-Catholic,sinoe Galvin) is only a logical dis­
tinction, However, such is not the case. In the 
Thomistio share-in-profit scheme the borrower and 
lender arettrue partners, that is if they succeed, 
they succeed together; if they fail they fail to­
gether, In the present system the banker shares 
in the profit, it is true, by receiving interest
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on til© loan. On the other hand, should the 
borrower fail to show a profit on his loan 
he is still bound to pay as if he had been 
successful. In other words, the banker makes 
his profit win or lose* Obviously, then, the 
difference is real between the two systems and 
not merely a matter of casuistry. “Only by 
entering into a contrast or real partnership 
with the producer in which he stands to lose 
as well as gain does the financier acquire the 
right to share in the profits of production”*.... 
“And so when the financial ’capitalist* exacts 
interest for making a ’productive loan* he in­
evitably imposes a tribute on production; and 
if he levies such a tribute without contributing 
his fair share either to production by way of 
genuine partnership or to distribution by effi­
cient services he is guilty of the social sin of
exploitation, that is, of plundering the resources
(4)
of society.®
To the arggmanttthat moderate interest is 
justifiable a modern writer gives the following 
answer: "In the end it is the same as is apparent 
to anyone who reflects on the famous arithmetical




calculation, that a halfpenny put out to five
per cent compound interest, on the first day of
the Christian era, would now amount to an octillion:
an amount in bullion which would occupy a space
equal to several gold globes as large as the earth#
It is only necessary to make our acquaintance with
this fact to realize that in assuming that money
is never so usefully employed as uhen it is used
for the purpose of making more money, finance is
committed to a principle that is destructive of
society, as in these days we are finding out.
The custom of investing and reinvesting surplus
wealth in new productive enterprises is loading
society with an ever-accumulating burden of debt,
which operates to bring industry to a standstill;
while contrariwise the effort to produce dividends
on the ever-increasing and inflated capital{because
of the policy of indefinite industrial expansion
it involves) brings finance into collision, on the
one hand with labor, and on the other hand with
foreign nations whose financiers and industrial-
(5)
ists pursue the same object."
Such conclusions coming as they do from one 
who is concerned with the economic aspect and not
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the ethical would indicate that our practice
of taking even moderate interest is leading to
social chaos# Any distinction between moderate
and excessive interest does not change the nature
of usury# "This conventional distinction," says
O’Toole, "on purely quantitative grounds between
lawful interest and illicit usury is also untenable
in the light of Benedict ZIY’s words (i#e#as set
forth in the letter *Vix pervenit* of Hov. 1,1745).
Besides, it is an axiom that more or less does not
change the nature (species) of a thing} that mere
difference of degree does not suffice to make a
(6)
difference of kind#"
There are those Who might be quite willing to 
accept the doctrine that usury is in se illicit and 
yet would be troubled by the problem of what to do 
with the money they deposit as savings in a bank.
To store it at home would be unwise; to deposit it 
in a bank would appear as providing the banker with
money to lend usuriously and so would seem as
condoning sin# Again for this difficulty Bt# 
Thomas has the answer: "It is to be said that if 
a man deposited his money with a usurer who had 
no other with which to practise usury, or with




the intention of making great gains by m y  of 
usury, he would provide the material for sin; 
and so himself would share the blame; but if a 
man deposits his money for safe-keeping with a 
usurer who has other money with which to prac­
tise usury, he does not commit a sin, but uses
(7)
a sinful man for a good end,"
It must be noted, however, that St,Thomas 
speaks here of the depositor’s responsibility 
in regard to scandal— he concludes that the 
depositor is not guilty of the blame of usury 
in giving his money to a usurer because his is 
not the only money at the disposal of the usurer. 
However, he says nothing of the depositor taking 
interest on his deposit. It must be concluded, 
then, that the depositor cannot lawfully take 
even a moderate interest, Hone of the titles 
allowed by St .Thomas would provide the grounds 
for taking such interest; the banker does not 
absolutely need the deposit nor does the de­
positor suffer any loss by depositing for which 
he can claim lawful indemnification, To act in 
accordance with the Ohristian notion of usury, 
therefore, a man is allowed to deposit his money
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in the bank for safe-keeping but is not allowed 
to take interest. In any event the sacrifice in 
most cases is not oppressing, since the rate of 
interest on deposits is very small.
Many who oppose the original and stricter 
doctrine on interest do so because according to 
their view, its acceptance would mean the break­
down of our credit system. We are not going in­
to a full discussion here of credit. Let us, 
however, examine what a contemporary thln&er, who 
is speaking from economic coniiderations, has to 
say of credit; ”The original money-lender, whose 
extortions went up as a cry to heaven in the 
Middle Ages, did actually lend money, which he 
owned and gave up to his borrowers. But nowadays... 
the banks tax the community by the issue of new 
money as bank credit, and so avoid having to give
up themselves what they lend to other people...
This is the great invention, the invention, of ’bank 
credit*, that has displaced money in turn and is 
disintegrating civilization under our eyes* It is 
the conception of money not as it is to the user,
nothing for something, but as it is to the issuer,
(8)
something for nothing,”
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Such practical cases as given above, 
such quotations from reputable thinkers have 
been cited, would seem t o substantiate, both 
ethically and economically, the reasonableness 
of the conception of usury given in this thesis.
Its treatment has been, in the main, in the 
speculative order, but its application is 
eminently practical. Our considerations have 
been for the most part ethical, yet the economic 
element has not been entirely ignored. Principles 
have been laid down and practice has been Indicated, 
for we are not primarily ethic Ians or economists, 
but men. As moralists it has been our part to 
investigate with St .Thomas the immorality of usury; 
as economists with Aristotle we have seen the im­
possibility of money* s breeding money naturally*
Far above these two, it is now and will be our part 
as men, living in the social order of to-day, to see 
the system tumbling about us for want of firm found­
ations; to suddently awake to the stark reality of 
the Thomistic principle which has taken on the 
added character of a prophecy: "Money is acquired
(9)
through violence and through violence it is lost.”
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(1). ’Licet tamen at eo qui hoc paratus est 
facere, et usuras exercet mutuum aecipere sub usuris, 
propter allquod bonum, quod est subventio suae 
necessitatis, vel alterius."S.T.IIai:ine,q.IX^III,a.4.
(2) ’’Unde scandalum passivum ex parte ipsius est, 
non autem activum ex parte petentis mutuum, lec tamen 
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